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SUMMARY
One way to investigate the physics of a medium is to study the forces on intruders
moving through the media. A special case of intruders moving in media is the locomotion
of organisms. Locomotion within fluids (flying in air and swimming in water) has been
extensively studied and the complexity of interaction between intruders and fluids is well
recognized. Locomotion within yielding substrates like sand, soil and debris that display
both solid and fluid-like behavior has been less studied and is therefore less understood
than to locomotion within fluids or on solid ground. In such materials, validated theories
for describing the flow and resistive forces on intruders have not reached the levels of those
for fluids.
As a representative case of subsurface locomotion in granular media, we study on the
undulatory sand-swimming of the sandfish lizard (Scincus scincus), a small (∼10 cm) desert-
dwelling lizard. We use numerical simulations and theoretical models of the interactions
between granular media and simple objects, biological and robotic systems to reveal princi-
ples of undulatory locomotion in granular media. We also use the models to investigate the
resistive forces on intruders with different orientations and shapes, which is essential for the
understanding of locomotion ability and performance of locomotors. Previous experimental
work using high speed x-ray imaging showed that the sandfish lizard swims within dry gran-
ular media without limb use by propagating a single period traveling sinusoidal wave along
its body. The wave efficiency η, the ratio of the forward speed to the traveling wave speed,
was approximately 0.5, independent of the packing state of the media (close and loose). To
explain these results, we develop a resistive force model with empirical force laws to explain
the swimming speed observed in the animal experiment. We show that the higher wave
efficiency reached by the sandfish compared to the low Re swimmers (∼ 0.2) was because
of the different functional form of the resistive forces on a rod dragged in granular media.
We vary the ratio of undulation amplitude (A) to wavelength (λ) and demonstrate that an
xii
optimal waveform A/λ ≈ 0.2 for sand-swimming exists, which results from the competi-
tion between η and λ. To test assumptions in RFT and to study more detailed mechanics
of sand-swimming, we developed a numerical model of the sandfish coupled to a discrete
element method simulation of the granular medium. The numerical model confirmed that
inertial forces are negligible and that the forces on the animal can be approximated by the
forces on rods dragged at constant speed in granular media. The wave efficiency predicted
by simulation qualitatively matched both the RFT model and the prediction of the optimal
A/λ; However, the simulation revealed that the RFT over predicted the swimming speed
because the reduction in magnitude of the resistive forces during velocity reversal was not
considered. The RFT model and simulation helped the development of a sand-swimming
robot, and the robot verified predictions from the RFT model and the simulation, such as
the value of the wave efficiency, the actuator torque, and the effect of varying kinematic
parameters including A/λ and number of periods. Inspired by the shovel-shaped head of
the sandfish lizard, we studied the drag induced lift in granular media. We found that when
a submerged intruder moves at a constant speed within a granular medium it experiences a
lift force whose sign and magnitude depend on the intruder shape. We demonstrated that
the lift forces and hence vertical position of the sand-swimming robot as it moves forward
within granular media can be controlled by varying its head shape. The models together
with robots explained biological observations of the kinematics of the animal and provide
a hypothesis for the morphological adaptation (head shape) of the animal as well as guid-
ance for building biophysically inspired robot that could explore challenging environments.
The principles learned about the resistive forces can also help the design of the other ma-
chines that interact with granular media. My studies have given new insights into localized




Granular media, collections of macroscopic particles, are common in natural environments
(Fig. 1). Sand, an example of a granular medium, covers 6-10% of land surface [41] on
earth and most of the surface of several solid celestial objects [14, 56, 89]. Many everyday
foods, such as rice and sugar, are in the form of granular media. Granular media also play
important roles in many industries; it is the second-most manipulated material in industry
(according to [102]).
One way to investigate the physics of a medium is to study the forces on intruders
moving through the media. A special case of intruders moving in media is locomotion of
organisms [4]. Animal locomotion, including running, swimming, flying, is the result of
the interactions between multiple degree of freedom musculo-skeletal systems of organisms
and the external media (Fig. 2). Locomotion often plays an key role in some tasks that
are essential for the survival of the animal, such as finding foods or mates, migrating and
escaping predators. To accomplish each of these tasks, different qualities of locomotion
may be required, such as maximal speed, acceleration, stability and energetic efficiency. To
move in a medium or on the interface of media, animals manipulate the reaction forces
such as thrust, drag or lift to propel themselves as well as to overcome the gravity in many
cases. To generate the forces required to move in diverse media and on various surfaces,
A B C
Figure 1: Examples of granular media. A: Martian sand. B: Soil. C: Coffee beans.
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Figure 2: Animal locomotion in various media. A: Whales swimming in water. B: A bird
flying in the air. C: An earthworm moving in soil.
specialized structures on bodies and appendages are involved in creating favorable physical
interactions over a range of length scales. For example, billions of hairs on the feet of gecko
lizards allow adhesion to smooth surfaces through van der Waals interactions [119], while
the legs of water striders generate specialized vortices to propel themselves forward [60].
To discover principles of locomotion, an integrative approach, which include animal
experiments [37, 91, 55, 43], theoretical modeling [12, 58, 77], numerical modeling [88,
111, 39], and robotic approaches [26, 68, 74, 40], is often required. Such studies have
produced understandings of locomotion biomechanics in a range of terrestrial, aquatic, and
aerial environments [13, 123, 5, 23] as well as improved understanding of the physics of
the media (e.g. [78, 30, 9]). Such insights may lead to biologically inspired robots that
can locomote in the real world with desirable properties of biological organisms, such as
adaptivity, robustness, versatility, and agility [98]. Locomotion performance of robots can
be improved with bio-inspired design and possibly outperform the animal(s) that inspired
the design because of the absence of some anatomical and physiological limitations[116].
1.1 Background of sand-swimming
1.1.1 Locomotion in fluids and in granular media
Locomotion within fluids (flying in air and swimming in water) has been extensively studied,
and the complexity in interaction with the fluid is well recognized [123]. Because the fun-
damental constitutive equations for fluids (i.e. the Navier-Stokes equations) are available,
in principle the thrust or lift in such fluids can be determined by solving the constitutive
2
equations with moving and deforming boundaries. Since buoyancy in air is usually is insuf-
ficient to overcome gravitational forces on animals and man-made vehicles, lift forces from
the air are often generated by wings or wing-like structures. Understanding of how shape
and the orientation of intruders moving at constant speed affect the lift and drag forces are
essential in designs of airfoils. For insects who fly by flapping wings, shape deformation of
wings and leading edge vortex are important in thrust and lift generation [112]. Vortices
also play key roles in locomotion in water at high Reynolds (Re), ranging from undulatory
swimming of fishes to water jetting of jellyfishes [72, 27]. Measurements of flows in fluids
are facilitated by visualization techniques such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) (e.g.
[72]). Locomotion within yielding substrates like sand, soil and debris that display both
solid and fluid-like behavior has been less studied and is less understood compared to loco-
motion within fluid or on solid ground [4, 111, 81, 34, 54, 94]. In such materials, validated
theory at the level of fluids does not exist, and visualization techniques like PIV are nearly
non-existent.
Subsurface locomotion is particularly relevant to desert organisms like scorpions, snakes
and lizards. Because vegetation is sparse in deserts, animals need to escape heat or preda-
tors, or hunt for prey [7, 124]. Studying subsurface locomotion of organisms may also lead
to discoveries about their environment because locomotion can change the states of the
physical, chemical, and microbiological properties of the media in which they live. This is
known as bioturbation [87, 28]. Because the media animals burrow into are opaque, most
studies that describe the behavior of burrowing animals have relied on direct observation of
above surface locomotion [90, 7]. Due to the lack of detailed subsurface observations, previ-
ous models of locomotion in granular media were largely based on speculated mechanisms
(e.g. [111]). Recently, the visualization of subsurface locomotion has become possible due
to advances in, and the affordability of, high speed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
X-ray imaging technologies [81, 10, 45].
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Figure 3: Undulatory locomotion in water and on the surface of the ground. A: Nematodes
swim in water at low Reynolds number. B: An eel swims in water at high Reynolds number.
C: A snake crawls on the surface of the ground.
1.1.2 Undulatory locomotion
Undulatory locomotion is widely used by organisms living in water [52, 67] and on the
surface of the ground [54, 61] (Fig. 3). However, the dynamics can be very different because
the reaction forces depend on the environment. Small organisms such as nematodes and
spermatozoa live in fluids where viscous forces dominate and inertia is not important [52, 53].
Larger swimmers in water propel themselves with forces mainly come from accelerating or
decelerating water. For terrestrial locomotion, frictional forces associated with the ground
reaction forces usually provide thrust. The animals that use undulatory gaits often pass
traveling waves posteriorly along the body although the exact waveform differs [54, 61, 52,
67].
A frequently used measure to characterize the performance of swimmers in deformable
media is the wave efficiency η, defined as the ratio between the forward speed and the
speed of the traveling wave [52, 46]. This number can take values between zero and unity
(see Fig. 4); Wave efficiency cannot reach one because in that case the swimmer follows a
trajectory of the traveling wave without deformation of the media and thus no thrust can
be generated. The wave efficiency is usually near 0.2 for low Reynolds (Re) (a measure of
the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces) swimmers and is between 0.4 and 0.8 for high
Re swimmers [46]. For a nematode moving on an agar-air interface, or a snake moving on
solid surface using undulatory gait, the wave efficiency can reach above 0.8 [61, 53].
For low Reynolds number swimmers like nematodes and spermatozoa that use undula-







Figure 4: Diagram illustrating the concept of the wave efficiency (η)to describe the move-
ment of an undulatory swimmer. Initial position of the swimmer is shown with a gray
outline. The swimmer moves forward (right) as the traveling wave goes backward. For two
representative cases η = 1 and η = 0.45, the final positions are indicated with dashed gray
and black outlines, respectively.
which was first proposed by Gray [52] and Taylor [118]et al.. In the RFT, the body of
the swimmer is divided into infinitesimal segments and interactions between segments are
neglected. The net force on an organism can be obtained by integrating the local forces on
each segment and the speed of the organism then can be predicted by solving force balance
equations. However, for swimmers in high Re number fluids, the forces on a segment may
be influenced by other segments because the flow generated by one segment may persist
and interact with other segments. Therefore, models using the overall momentum and en-
ergy transfer between the body and water have been proposed to predict the swimming
performance in high Re fluids [77]. Although theoretical models give insight into the basic
mechanics of swimming in a fluid, the flow assumed by the theories is often over-simplified,
especially for swimmers in high Re fluids. To accurately capture the complex flow of the
media and realistic body deformation of the animals, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)








Figure 5: A: The sandfish lizard on 0.3mm glass particles. B & C: Representative x-ray
images of the sandfish as it buried into and move within the media with high amplitude
oscillations. The green and magenta arrows indicate the location of the opaque markers on
the fore and hind limbs of the animal respectively. The red dashed curve corresponds to
the mid-line of the animal.
1.1.3 Sand-swimming of the sandfish lizard
Because dry sand is simpler compared to soil or debris and subsurface locomotion in sand
is common among the animals living in the desert, we focused on swimming in sand. We
study the sand-swimming of the sandfish, a small ( 10 cm) desert-dwelling lizard from the
Saharan desert of Africa. We investigated how rheological features and how the resistive
forces of the material influence the locomotor mode and performance of the animal∗. Based
on above-surface observations, previous researchers hypothesized that the sandfish used an
undulatory gait to propel itself forward [7]. In our group’s experiment, a fluidized bed
(21.5 ×21.5×18 cm3) filled with 0.3mm glass beads allowed the sandfish to swim within
a granular medium of controlled and repeatable packing. Simultaneous visible light and
high-speed x-ray imaging was used.
Side view x-ray imaging of the sandfish subsurface revealed that the sandfish executed
lateral undulation and the body moved forward and down at an angle ∼ 22.2 ± 3.7◦ with
respect to the horizontal. We characterized the undulatory kinematics of the sandfish by
by digitizing the midline from the dorsal x-ray images (Fig. 5). The undulations pattern is
similar to small (< 1 mm) swimmers such as nematodes in fluids at low Re number. The
undulatory motion was well described by a posteriorly traveling single period sinusoidal
∗The animal experiments were conducted by Ryan Maladen, a bioengineering graduate student in Gold-
man’s group. The results in this subsection has been published in a journal paper “ Undulatory swimming
in sand: subsurface locomotion of the sandfish lizard,” Ryan Maladen, Yang Ding, Chen Li and Daniel I.






















































Figure 6: A: Traveling wave moving down the body of the sandfish opposite to the direction
of the sandfish forward motion (sampled every 0.04 s). For each time instant, the instan-
taneous lateral displacement of a tracked section of the sandfish is represented in color.
The black stick figures show the tracked mid-line of the sandfish. B: The amplitude A and
wavelength λ of the sinusoidal fit to the tracked midline of the sandfish (inset), for loosely
and closely packed media. C: Red circles (closely packed, n = 24 trials), and blue triangles
(loosely packed, n = 22 trials) show dependence of swimming speed on wave frequency.
The slope of green line is the approximate wave efficiency η ≈ 0.5 of animal and the dashed
black line represents η = 1.
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wave (Fig. 6), that is y = A sin 2πλ (x+ vwt), where A is the amplitude, λ is the wavelength,
f is the undulation frequency, and vw = fλ is the wave speed. From the fit, we obtained
these parameters as well as the forward swimming speed of the center of mass vx. We
observed stereotyped kinematics: there were no significant changes in A or λ within a run
and in differently packed media (see Fig. 6B). The sandfish increased swimming speed by
increasing wave frequency f (see Fig. 6C). The wave efficiency, which can be calculated
from the slope of vx/λ as a function of f , was η = 0.54 ± 0.12 and η = 0.49 ± 0.09 for
loosely and closely packed material, respectively. The difference between different packing
states was not statistically significant (p > 0.05), despite the differently packed materials
having different penetration resistances (see [75] and section 1.2). We observed that the
sandfish was able to swim in 3mm glass particles with the same (not statistically different)
kinematics and performance. It is also interesting to note that the η for the sandfish in
granular media falls between that in low Re fluids and on the surface of solids.
1.1.4 Application of sand-swimming robots
Robots that could move within complex material like sand, rubble, and loose debris are
desirable. For example, such robots could help search for hazardous chemical leaks [63] and
victims in disaster sites [86, 8, 85]. Limbless robots that use their bodies to move through
material have advantages over those traditional wheeled [103, 113, 128, 6] and legged robots
[18, 76, 105, 99, 59, 106, 69] in places where space is limited and/or obstacles are close to
the size of the robot [36]. To explore celestial objects that are covered with granular media
(regolith) and have very low gravity, locomotion is a challenge, especially for conventional
wheeled vehicles [115]. A sand-swimming robot may have better mobility and the ability
to explore places that are out of reach of surface vehicles. Although a few limbless robots
have been developed for and tested in unstructured environments [19, 20, 35], most limbless
robots have been developed for and tested on rigid surfaces [57, 109, 29, 70, 25].
1.2 Forces and flow in granular media
The forces between particles in dry granular media are repulsive and dissipative; the particles
are subject to gravity and are confined by external boundaries. Despite this simplicity,
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Figure 7: A pile of mustard seeds shows both solid-like and fluid-like behavior. A: The pile
is tilted to an angle lower than the angle of repose. B: The pile is tilted to an angle higher
than the angle of repose. (adapted from [65])
dense dry granular media can behave like a solid, fluid and a gas [65], often within the
same experiment (see Fig. 7). Wet granular media, in which cohesive forces and fluid
hydrodynamics play important roles, are even more complex and far more difficult to model;
for example, a transition from frictional flow to lubricated flow may occur as stresses change
in wet granular particles [62]. Therefore in this dissertation we focus on dry granular media
and the models and results reported here are for dry granular media. Flowing, forced dry
granular media are often classified into three different regimes [65, 44]: (1) a dense quasi-
static regime in which inertia effects are negligible and frictional forces between particles
dominate. The contacts between particles are endure and break infrequently; (2) a gaseous
regime in which the distances between particles are long and the particles interact only at
collision; (3) an intermediate fluid regime in which the flow is rapid and either collisions
nor enduring contacts dominate.
Although the understanding of force and flow in granular media is not at the level of
fluids, some principles about the resistive forces on intruders in granular media have been
revealed. At low speed (quasi static regime), effects of inertia are negligible and the resistive
forces are dominated by gravitational forces (weight of the media) and the frictional forces.
Therefore, the forces are independent of speed [125, 17]. Because the weight of the particles































Figure 8: Representative total drag force profiles vs time for a stainless steel cylinder
(diameter = 1.58 cm and length = 4 cm) oriented at an angle ψ = 60◦ to the direction
of its forward velocity (10 cm/s). The solid lines correspond to perpendicular component
(F T⊥ ) and the dashed to parallel component (F
T
∥ ). Averaged force on the cylinder when it is
oriented perpendicular to the direction of motion at different depths (B) and velocities(C)
through granular media of low and high volume fractions. The red color represent CP and
blue LP media.
granular media. However, due to frictional forces, granular media can maintain finite shear
stress, and so the yield stress increases with depth [125, 3]. Due to the discrete nature of
granular media, stress in granular media is often inhomogeneous and resistive forces may
have significant fluctuations even in “steady state” [3, 51]. The resistive forces are also
sensitive to the compaction of the media. The compaction can be quantified by the volume
fraction ϕ, the ratio between the volume of the solid volume to the occupied volume. The
volume fraction can vary between 0.57 and 0.64 [31] for granular media which consist of
irregularly shaped (or spherical) particles. The magnitude of the drag force in granular
media can change significantly (>50%) and the functional form of the drag can change
qualitative with only a few percent of change in volume fraction [51]. These features of
resistive forces in granular media were observed in our experiments measuring drag forces
on a cylindrical rod through 0.3mm glass particles as shown in Figure 8. When a intruder
moves at high speed, such as the initial stage of a vertical impact, inertial effects become
important and the vertical resistive forces scale with v2 [21, 48].
Because the frictional force is the dominant force in the quasi-static regime, a granular
medium can be modeled as ideal Coulomb material such that the material is rigid until
the shear stress τ and normal stress σ satisfy the Coulomb yield criterion τ = µσ (µ is
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the friction coefficient). For ideal Coulomb materials, some problems with simple geometry
of slip plane (where material fails) can be solved analytically. For example, the retaining
wall problem can be solved using Coulomb wedge method (see Fig. 9A). The force on a
retaining wall can be solved by analyzing the force balance on the potential flowing region
of the medium, whose shape is approximated as a triangle in the vertical plane. A similar
analysis is presented in Chapter IV to explain the forces on a submerged plate.
To accurately describe the mechanical properties and the state of a granular medium,
variables other than the properties of the particles must be considered as well. Since the
particles are macroscopic, motion due to temperature is usually negligible. The lack of
random motion of particles impedes the ability of the system to explore its phase space.
When a granular medium yields under an external disturbance a new state will be reached
and maintained. The possibility of different volume fractions with the same collection of
particles is an examples that demonstrates the existence of many stable configurations of a
collection of particles [24]. The dependence of the state of the medium on history makes
the resistive force also depend on the history of disturbance [120, 97].
Computer simulations can provide more detailed information about the effects of pa-
rameters which are difficult to measure and vary experimentally. Simulation also are more
flexible in modeling grains with different properties and complex geometry of containers or
intruders. An important and useful model that is used to describe the flow of dense granular
media is the discrete element method (DEM) (see Fig. 9A). The DEM simulation shares the
same algorithm as that of the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation method to accelerate
the computations [101](see Fig. 9). In DEM, particles are modeled as spheres with finite
hardness so that particles can have enduring interaction. The trajectory of each particle
is computed by integrating the net force on the particle twice during collision and under
gravity. Force models for interaction between particles usually include repulsive forces in
the normal direction and frictional forces in tangential direction. Force models have been
proposed to capture various other features observed in contact and collision between par-




Figure 9: Two representative models of granular media. A: Coulomb wedge model solves
the force on a retaining wall by analyzing the forces on the wedge △ABC (adapted from
[92]). B: Discrete element method simulation of the impact of a intruder into granular
media (adapted from [21]).
In this dissertation, I have developed theoretical (Chapter II) and numerical (Chapter
III) models to study the mechanics of undulatory swimming in sand and the lift force in
granular media (Chapter IV) during horizontal intrusion. Using the models, I have ex-
plained performance of the sandfish, revealed principles of the mechanics of undulatory
sand-swimming, evaluated how granular forces and kinematics affect the swimming perfor-
mance, revealed the shape dependent lift force in granular media and its important role in
controlling the vertical motion of swimmers in granular media. A sand-swimming robot,
whose design was guided by principles learned from the models, was used to test/validate
model predictions about the the effects of kinematics on swimming performance (Chapter
III) and the effects of lift force on vertical motion of swimmers (Chapter IV). My work
includes the first sand-swimming models that incorperate detailed kinematics from animal
experiments. These models show how the physics of granular media affects force generation
and sand-swimming performance of the animal/robot. My work also provide hypotheses or
answers to some important questions in animal locomotion such as how some morphological





Resistive force theory (RFT) model was first developed to explain the swimming speeds of
micro-organisms in fluids at low Reynolds numbers (Re) [52], where viscous forces dominate
and inertial effects are negligible. In the RFT model, the organisms are modeled as flexible
rods whose shape varies as a traveling sinusoidal wave. The body is assumed to travel in
the opposite direction of the traveling wave and the lateral motion and yaw motion were
not considered in its original form [52] and this chapter. In RFT model, the body of the
organism is partitioned into elements; each element generates thrust and experiences drag
when moving through a media and forces on one element are not influenced by force fields
from other segments. By integrating the forces for each element over the length of the
body for a full period of a traveling wave, the net force on the body can be calculated (see
Fig. 10). The net force is then set to zero to obtain the average swimming speed.
Because inertia is negligible at low speed in granular media (like in low Re fluids) and
the kinematics of the sandfish can be well estimated with a traveling sinusoidal wave, we
developed a RFT model with empirical granular force laws to explain the sand-swimming
performance of the sandfish ∗. With mathematical approximations in the calculation and
piecewise-linearization of empirical force laws, we solved the RFT model analytically and
obtained insight into how the undulation amplitude and resistive forces determine the swim-
ming performance †.
∗This work has been published as part of a journal paper: “Undulatory swimming in sand: subsurface
locomotion of the sandfish lizard,” Ryan Maladen, Yang Ding, Chen Li and Daniel I. Goldman, Science,
325, 314 (2009)
†This work has been published as part of a journal paper: “Mechanical models of sandfish locomotion
reveal principles of high performance subsurface sand-swimming,” Ryan D. Maladen, Yang Ding, Paul B.











Figure 10: Schematics of the resistive force theory and the force diagram on a segment on
the body.
2.2 Formulation
The sinusoidal traveling wave progressing from head to tail of the animal (Fig. 10) can be
approximated as:




where x is the position in the direction of motion, y is the displacement away from the
midline of a straight animal, A the amplitude, λ the wavelength, f the wave frequency, t
the time, and vw = fλ the wave speed. For a given forward velocity vx, other quantities


























where θ is the angle of the axis of an infinitesimal cylindrical element with respect to the
midline and ψ the angle between the axis of the element and its instantaneous velocity.
As shown in Figure 10, the force on an infinitesimal element of the animal is decomposed
into forces F⊥ and F∥, the normal and lateral forces (perpendicular and parallel to the
element axis respectively). We assume that the forces on an infinitesimal element of the
animal are proportional to the area of the longitudinal cross section δA = 2rδs (2r is the
height of the body and δs is an infinitesimal arch length.), and are functions of ψ (see
section 2.3 for details of the empirical force model). The resultant force on the element in
the forward direction (+x) is:
δFx = (P⊥ sin θ − P∥ cos θ)2rδs, (5)
where P⊥ and P∥ are the forces per cross section area normal and parallel to the axis of the





(P⊥ sin θ − P∥ cos θ)
√
1 + tan2 θ2rdx. (6)
Although the angle of each element changes in time, since the integral is over one full
wavelength, the integral in Equation 6 is time invariant.
Equation 6 accounts for the forces acting on the body but not the head. To include the
forces on the head, we use two limits: a flat head (FH) that produces maximum drag and
no head (NH) which produces no drag. For the FH model, the drag on the head Fh can also
be decomposed into two orthogonal components F T⊥ and F
T
∥ . The net force in the forward
(+x) direction on the head becomes:
Fhx(t) = F
T
⊥ sin θ − F T∥ cos θ. (7)
The drag force on the head is set to zero for the NH model.
For each cycle, the head (as well as the segments on the body) goes through every point
of one wavelength of the traveling wave. Therefore, the time average of the force on the












(F T⊥ sin θ − F T∥ cos θ)dx. (8)





[(P⊥(ψ) sin θ − P∥(ψ) cos θ)
√
1 + tan2 θ2r
+ (F T⊥ sin θ − F T∥ cos θ)/λ]dx.
(9)
For a constant average speed, F̄x is zero. The forward velocity vx can then be found




⊥ are known. The calculation is done using
MATLAB (MathWorks) and the function fminsearch is used to find the root by minimizing
the magnitude of net force. In next section, we use empirical force laws obtained form




⊥ in the RFT model.
2.3 Empirical force laws
For swimming in low Re fluid (Re ≪ 1), the resistive forces are proportional the speed of
the rod. The normal and parallel components of the force (F⊥ & F∥) on a segment on the




where CN and CL are the coefficient for the normal and parallel component of the force and
their ratio CN/CL is close to 2 [50, 52]. However, such force laws do not exist for granular
media. Therefore we use empirical force laws measured in experiment.
2.3.1 Rod drag experiments and simulation
To obtain expressions for the forces on the sandfish, we dragged a stainless steel cylindrical
rod through granular media at a constant speed (10 cm/s) and measured the resulting
normal and lateral forces as a function of the angles between the rod axis and its motion
direction ψ ranging from 0◦ to 90◦ (Fig. 11)∗. We chose stainless steel because sandfish
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Figure 11: A: Schematics of the experiment. B: Average total forces (including sidewalls
and end-caps) F T⊥ (closed symbols) and F
T
∥ (open symbols) on the cylinder dragged in
0.3mm glass particles as a function of the angle between its axis and direction of motion
ψ. C: The normal component F⊥ of the force on the sidewall of the rod. D: The parallel
component F∥ of the force on the sidewall of the rod. The color of the symbols denote
close (red) and loose (blue) packed preparations. Solid lines are model fits described by
Equation 11. Dashed gray lines correspond to F⊥ and F∥ calculated for a low Re fluid (see
Eqn. 10) by choosing a velocity that fits F∥ versus ψ. All forces are calculated by averaging
instantaneous forces over steady state motion (e.g., see gray region in Fig. 8A).
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skin and stainless steel have similar friction coefficients with sand (≈0.2 based on own
measurement and [11]). The diameter of the cylinder (2r = 1.58 cm) is similar to that of
the sandfish body. We used a fluidized bed to set the initial volume fraction (ϕ) of the
media [64, 107, 108]. The cylinder was attached to a robotic arm (CRS Robotics) via a
connecting rod to a force sensor (ATI industrial) which measured the net force generated
during the horizontal motion. The force on the connecting rod was measured separately
and subtracted to obtain the force on just the cylinder. The total forces F T⊥ and F
T
∥ were
obtained as the averages over the steady state forces, indicated by the shaded region in
Figure 8A.
Previous studies showed that drag in granular media was independent of speed ([126, 3])
and increased proportionally to depth ([126]). To test if this effect persisted in the regime
relevant to the sandfish (0-40 cm/s), we dragged the cylinder perpendicular to its axis
at different speeds (which encompass the sandfish’s range of speeds) at a fixed depth of
7.6 cm. We found that over an order of magnitude change in speed, force only changed by
10% (Fig. 8B). We also dragged the cylinder oriented perpendicular (ψ = 90◦) to its axis
at different depths at 10 cm/s and confirmed that drag is proportional to depth [3] (see
Fig. 8B). Therefore, to determine the empirical force laws for the RFT, we dragged the
cylinder at a fixed depth of 7.6 cm and a constant speed of 10 cm/s for different ϕ.
We would like an expression for force on an infinitesimal (or small) segment of the
sandfish body but the measured forces in experiment includes the forces on both the side-
wall and the end cap on the leading side. Simulation has the advantage that the forces
on the sidewall and the end-cap can be directly measured separately. We conducted rod
drag experiments in a experimentally validated DEM simulation with a similar-sized rod
(square cross-section, width=height=1.6 cm, length=4 cm) but different particles (3mm
& 6mm diameter) to apply the RFT to sandfish swimming in 3mm glass particles and a
sand-swimming robot swimming in 6mm plastic particles (see section 3.2.1 for details of
the simulation and [82] for the robot development). The shapes of the force curves from
simulated 3mm particles are similar to those from experimental measurements in 0.3mm



























Figure 12: Parallel component F∥ (A) and perpendicular component F⊥ (B) of the force
on a square cross-section rod (width, height=1.6 cm, length=4 cm) dragged through 3mm
glass particles in simulation as a function of the angle between the velocity direction and
the rod axis, ψ. Blue and red markers correspond to forces along the length of the rod while
green and magenta markers correspond to forces at the end-caps of the rod. Filled and open
circles correspond to loosely and closely packed media, respectively. Solid lines denote fits
to Equation 13 with fit parameters given in Table 2. Regions 1-3 separated by dashed gray





















Figure 13: Parallel component F∥ (A) and perpendicular component F⊥ (B) of the force on
a square cross-section rod (width, height = 1.6 cm, length = 7 cm) dragged through loosely
packed 6mm plastic particles in simulation as a function of the angle between the velocity
direction and the rod axis, ψ. Blue and red markers correspond to forces along the length
of the rod while green and magenta markers correspond to forces at the end caps of the rod.
Parameters for the simulation are given in Table 4. Solid lines denote fits to Equation 13
with fit parameters given in Table 2.
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Similar to the forces in low Re fluids or on frictional surface, as ψ increases, F T⊥ (and F⊥)
increase and then plateau for high ψ. However, the form of F⊥ cannot be well approximated
by the corresponding sine component (Fig. 11C, dashed gray lines) but rather increases more
rapidly for ψ < 30◦ and increases more slowly for ψ > 30◦. F T∥ (and F∥) decreases with ψ
after a relatively small increase for ψ <≈ 20◦. We hypothesize that the plateau of F⊥ and
F∥ at 20
◦ < ψ < 30◦, close to the angle at which internal slip planes or shear bands form
and move [92], is a consequence of the formation of a solid region of grains that moves along
with the rod [92, 126]. Preliminary numerical simulation indicates that the size of the solid
region grows slowly with ψ for ψ > 20◦.
2.3.2 Empirical fitting function
The experimentally measured forces include contributions from the surfaces on both the
sidewall (length) and end-cap of the cylinder. However, we want to separate the forces from
different surfaces so that the forces on the animal body are approximated using the forces
on the length of the cylinder and the forces on the animal head are approximated using
the forces on the end-cap. In experiment, to separate the forces as well as to characterize
the relation between the measured values of normal and parallel forces as functions of its
orientation with analytical form, we developed empirical fitting functions. For a cylinder
with length l and radius r, the total forces F T⊥ and F
T
∥ can be written as the sum of the
forces on the body, which is proportional to 2lr and the forces on the end-cap, which is
proportional to πr2:
F T⊥ = 2lr(CS sinβ0 + CF sinψ) + πr
2CF sin(ψ)





where tanβ0 = cot γ0 sinψ, tanβ
′
0 = cot γ0 sin(π/2− ψ), and γ0 is a parameter.
The fits to the measurements of F T⊥ and F
T
∥ determine the three parameters CS , CF
and γ0. These parameters are given in Table 1. The terms that are proportional to 2rl were
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Table 1: Fitting parameters for the analytical functions approximating F⊥ and F∥ from
0.3mm glass particles.
Packing ϕ CS (N/m
2 × 10−4) CF (N/m2 × 10−4) γ0 (degree)
LP 0.58 0.51 0.28 13.84
CP 0.62 0.77 0.59 12.21
Table 2: Fitting parameters for the analytical functions approximating F⊥ and F∥ from
3mm glass particles and 6mm plastic particles. Units for CS , CF and CL are N and γ is
dimensionless.
CS CF CL γ
3mm particles LP length 5.57 2.30 -1.74 1.93
3mm particles LP end cap 19.52 1.24 -0.99 0.14
3mm particles CP length 7.70 2.79 -2.03 1.575
3mm particles CP end cap 42.16 1.87 -1.58 0.088
6mm particles length 3.21 1.34 -0.82 2.79
6mm particles end cap 0.73 0.30 -0.19 0.52
used to approximate the forces on the body, that is
F⊥ = 2lr(CS sinβ0 + CF sinψ)
F∥ = 2lrCF cosψ.
(12)
For the forces from 3mm and 6mm particle simulation, the directly measured F⊥ and
F∥ were slightly different from the calculated forces from 0.3mm particles. Therefore, we
modified fitting functions to obtain analytical expressions for F⊥ and F∥ as functions of ψ
for the data shown in Figures 12 & 13:
F⊥ = CS sinβ0
F∥ = [CF cosψ + CL(1− sinψ)],
(13)
where tanβ0 = γ sinψ. For the forces on the end caps, the same fitting functions are used
but ψ is replaced by π/2−ψ since the surfaces of the end caps are perpendicular to the rod








































Figure 14: Comparison of experimental results and model predictions on sand-swimming
performance of the sandfish in 0.3mm glass particles. Blue denotes loosely packed (LP)
and red denotes closely packed (CP) material. A: Animal wave efficiencies from experiment
are represented by solid bars (LP average η = 0.54 ± 0.12, CP average η = 0.49 ± 0.09).
Shaded bars correspond to model predictions assuming head drag of a flat disk (FH) and
no head drag (NH). B: The wave efficiency predicted by the RFT model as a function of
amplitude normalized by wavelength (A/λ). C: Predicted swimming speed (in snout to tail
tip length per cycle) versus (A/λ). The dashed lines are model predictions with no-head
(short dashes) and flat-head (long dashes). Squares denote the measured average animal
swimming speed from experiment. The range of frequency and speed accessed is given by
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Figure 15: Wave efficiency η vs. amplitude to wavelength ratio A/λ for the numerical sand-
fish simulation with a tapered square cross-section body (dashed and triangles, f = 4 Hz)
in 3mm particles. The orange shaded region corresponds to the RFT prediction for square
cross-section body for maximum (flat plate, lower bound) and 30% of the maximum head
drag (higher bound), respectively. The black cross corresponds to the animal experiments
(A/λ = 0.25 ± 0.07, η = 0.53 ± 0.16). Gray solid curves correspond to analytical RFT
solutions, and are divided into regions 1, 2, and 3 by dashed black vertical lines (regions
correspond to those marked in Fig. 12). The red curve is the RFT prediction of η with
the net force on each element scaled by 0.5 (see section 3.5.2). Inset: the average of the




Since the wave and body velocities in Equation 9 only appear as ratios (see Eqn. 2, 3 and 4)
and do not appear in expressions for P⊥ or P∥, a proportional relation between vx and vw is
expected. We can thus solve for the wave efficiency η = vx/vw. The RFT model predicts 0.4
≤ η ≤ 0.65 independent of ϕ (Fig. 14), which is in accord with experimental observation;
the bounds on η are set by assuming the head drag is either zero or that of a flat plate
because a measurement of the drag force on an object with the exact morphology of the
wedge shaped sandfish head was not available.
It is remarkable that η does not change significantly for different ϕ, especially because
drag forces for closely packed media is nearly as twice large as that in loosely packed material
(Fig. 8). The model indicates that η is essentially constant because F⊥ and F∥ scale by the
same ratio of 2.1 between closely and loosely packed material (see Fig. 11, C & D, insets),
and it is the relative magnitude of F⊥ to F∥ that determines η (Eqn. 9 is unchanged if all
forces are scaled by the same factor.). In low-Re fluids, the perpendicular force and parallel
force are proportional to the perpendicular and parallel velocity component respectively, but
with different coefficient. These force laws are shown as gray lines in Figure 11, B and C.
The ratio between the two coefficients is usually near 2 [52], which generates a relatively
smaller perpendicular force. The model implies that η is greater for sandfish than swimmers
in low Re fluids because of the greater thrust to drag force ratio in granular media for all
ψ.
Good agreement of the wave efficiency between experiment and RFT model was obtained
for sandfish swimming in 0.3mm particles but the RFT model systematically over-predicted
the wave efficiency for sandfish swimming in 3mm particles as shown in Figure 15. The
over-prediction of the RFT model for sandfish swimming in 3mm is due to a transition
weakening effect when the displacement is nearly zero. More detailed discussion will be
presented in Chapter III when we examine the detailed mechanics with simulation. We
scaled the thrust forces by 0.5 to take into account the transition weakening effect and that

























Figure 16: Competition between η and λ with varying A revealed that an optimal amplitude
which maximize forward sand-swimming speed exist.
2.4.2 Optimal undulation amplitude
We now use the RFT model to investigate how swimming performance depends on variation
of the spatial form of the sinusoidal wave. This allows us to systematically test our models
and to advance an argument for why the rapidly escaping animal uses only limited ranges
of A and λ. The RFT model predicts that the η increases rapidly with increasing A/λ for
A/λ / 0.3 and increases slowly for A/λ ' 0.3. The model predicts a maximum in forward
progress per cycle when A/λ ≈0.2, and we find that the measured kinematics fall close to
this speed (Fig. 14C).
We found that operating at large A/λ comes at a cost: λ decreases as A/λ increases
since the animal has a finite length. The competition between the increase of η and decrease
of λ results in the maximum speed (Fig. 16). This becomes more clear when the forward
speed (in body-lengths traveled per cycle) is expressed as
vx/fL = (ηfλ)/fL = ηλ/L. (14)
2.5 Analytical solution
Since the maximal speed of sand-swimming is determined by the dependence of η on A/λ, it
is important to understand how parameters in the model affect this functional relationship.
Therefore, we gain insight into this function by developing analytic solutions of the RFT in
three regions: low A/λ where η increases with positive curvature, intermediate A/λ where
























Figure 17: The normal component F⊥ (A) and parallel component F⊥ (B) of the force on
the sidewall of a rod dragged in 3mm particles. Solid lines are the piecewise linear fitting
functions (Eqns. 15 19 and 23). Regions 1-3 separated by dashed gray lines correspond to
similarly marked regions of between η and A/λ in Figure 15.
As Equation 5 shows, thrust is determined by the orientation θ of the element, where
the average |θ| of the all elements increases with increasing A/lambda. and the magnitude
of the normal force. The increase in the projected area of the element perpendicular to
the forward motion of the animal (which increases thrust) explains the increase in η as a
function of A/λ. Understanding the form of η vs. A/λ in the three regions, however, requires
examination of the measured force laws (Fig. 12). Due to the non-trivial dependence of the
force on ψ, we divide the η vs. A/λ relationship into three adjacent regions (Fig. 17) in each
of which we approximate the force as either constant or linearly dependent on ψ. Below we
give a summary of the calculations.
The order of the regions in Fig. 15 and Fig. 17 are reversed because A/λ and ψ are
inversely related (see Fig. 15 inset). As solving the RFT numerically without head drag
does not qualitatively affect the dependence of η on A/λ, we neglect head drag to simplify
the analysis. We approximate P⊥ and P∥ as piece-wise linear functions of ψ. Approximation
techniques are then used to obtain simpler analytical solutions.
2.5.1 Region 1
For small and increasing oscillation amplitude (and similarly for A/λ and θ), η increases
from zero with an increasing rate. In this region as ψ decreases, the displacement of an
element of the body of the animal remains nearly perpendicular to its forward velocity
ψ ≈ π/2 (see Fig. 12) for a majority of the cycle resulting in F⊥ remaining nearly constant
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(at its maximum) while F∥ increases. Consequently, the stresses perpendicular and parallel








= C1∥ (π/2− ψ),
(15)
where b and d are the height and length of the rod, and C1S⊥ and C
1
∥ are region specific
(indicated by the superscript) constants. In Region 1, because the amplitude of undulation
(A/λ) is small, θ is much less than unity (see Eqn. 3). Since the projection of the normal
force (thrust) in the forward direction is small compared to the total force, the forward
speed and hence the η is small. Also ψ is close to π/2 for most of each cycle. Accordingly
we use the approximations θ ≈ 0 and ψ ≈ π/2.





≈ π/2− tan−1(vy/vx) we approximate ψ as follows:
ψ = tan−1(vy/vx)− θ
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In this region of small A/λ (or small η), as A/λ increases, F⊥/F∥ decreases rapidly which
competes with increasing sin θ and results in the quadratic dependence of η on A/λ.
2.5.2 Region 2
For 0.05 < A/λ < 0.15, η increases substantially and rapidly. In this region as ψ decreases












In this region, η ≈ 0.3 and the magnitude of θ and ψ are neither close to 0 nor π/2.
To analytically solve for η, a first order Taylor expansion of the tangent function is used








ψ ≈ (η−1 − 1)I.
(20)
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1 + tan2 θdx is the





























Since F⊥/F∥ decreases slowly, η in this region is more sensitive to variations in sin θ and
therefore for increasing amplitude, η increases rapidly and approximately linearly.
2.5.3 Region 3
For increasing A/λ > 0.15, η increases slowly. Here as ψ decreases, F⊥ decreases rapidly
while F∥ saturates at its maximum since the sides of the dragged rod are nearly parallel to












In this region η ≈ 0.7, and since the amplitude of the undulation (A/λ) is large, θ ≈ π/2
and ψ ≈ 0 for most of the cycle (see inset of Figure 15). We use the approximations θ ≈ π/2
and ψ ≈ 0.
Starting with the expression for θ given in Equation 3 and noting that
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1 + tan2 θbdx
≈
[
(C3⊥ − C3∥ Ĩ




In the last step I is replaced in the integral by its average value Ĩ . Applying the constant
velocity condition F̄x = 0 allows us to solve for η:













Physically, the decrease in F⊥/F∥ competes with the increase of sin θ which plateaus for
large amplitude (as θ approaches π/2) which causes η to increase slowly.
Overall, the analytic solution of the RFT correctly predicts that η increases quadratically
for small A/λ, increases rapidly for intermediate A/λ and is nearly constant for large A/λ.
For each region, the analytical form of η qualitatively agrees with the calculated shape of
the η vs. A/λ relationship, see Fig. 15. The solution demonstrates that the difference
between swimming in sand and swimming in a low Re Newtonian fluid is predominantly
due to the difference in functional forms of F⊥ and F∥ in these two media (in addition to
the difference that in granular media, forces are speed independent for low speeds, less than
40 cm/s in our case). In low Re fluids [52], F⊥ and F∥ are proportional to their respective
projected velocities with coefficients in the ratio 2 : 1. In contrast, in granular media, the
functional forms of F⊥ and F∥ are more complicated and thus the effective coefficient ratio
depends on A/λ. The larger slope of F⊥ at smaller ψ (small A/λ) is largely responsible for
the increased magnitude of η in granular media relative to that in low Re swimmers like
nematodes.
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2.6 Discussion and summary
There are some assumptions that have not been validated in the RFT model. We assumed
that forces on a segment depend on the local orientation and velocity of that segment and
there are no interactions between segments. Another assumption was that all body and
head segments encounter material with the same ϕ; that is probably not true because the
body encounters grains disturbed by the head and other body segments. However, because
F⊥ and F∥ scale in the same ratio in all ϕ and this ratio determines η, wave efficiency should
be insensitive to ϕ.
In this Chapter, a resistive force theory (RFT) with empirical force laws for granular
media from experiment and simulation was developed to explain the swimming performance
of the sandfish lizard and predict how amplitude of the undulation affects the swimming
performance. Because of the larger perpendicular force F⊥ in granular media, the sandfish
can reach a higher wave efficiency (∼0.5) compared to the low Re swimmers. The approxi-
mated analytical solution of the RFT further elucidated the relation between shape of the
wave efficiency curve and the force profile as a function of ψ. The scaling of the force
explained the similar wave efficiency observed in different packing state of the media. By
varying the amplitude of the undulation in RFT, I showed that the range of amplitude used
by the animal coincides with the maximum speed, which implies that the animal optimizes
its speed, in accord with the behavior studied, an escape response.
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CHAPTER III
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SAND-SWIMMING
3.1 Introduction
We showed that the sandfish lizard can swim within granular media at speeds up to 0.4 body-
lengths/cycle by propagating a traveling wave posteriorly along its body (described in Chap-
ter I). We developed an empirical resistive force theory (Chapter II) that predicted the
performance of the animal within granular media (i.e. wave efficiency to within 20%) [81].
The RFT predictions are, however, based on several assumptions: the forces experienced
by the sandfish are velocity independent, and the average thrust and drag forces can be
approximated by steady state forces at a slow speed. Also, the lateral motion and the yaw
motion were not considered. These assumptions make study of more detailed mechanics
such as flow of the medium and parameter variation difficult or impossible. The kinematics
of the animal in RFT is modeled as a simple one period uniform traveling sinusoid, and it
is non-trivial to modify the RFT model to incorporate other form of kinematics.
In simulation, we use the multi-body software Working Model to obtain a more flexible
model of the locomotor and overcome these problems. We use the discrete element methods
(DEM) [100] to simulate the particles because it is more flexible and able to capture many
aspects of the dynamics of granular material [38]. An experimentally validated model of the
medium thus enables us to examine the dynamics in the media at flow and grain level, obtain
the forces on the model sandfish without resorting to use of empirically established force
laws, and vary the properties (like grain friction, size and density) of the media directly.
Also, with a better understanding of the flow, it is possible to develop better force laws and
theoretical models for locomotion in sand.
Using this numerical simulation we investigate the effects of varying kinematics param-
eters, which can not be controlled in animal experiment, on swimming performance. First
we describe the development of the simulation approach and compare its predictions of η to
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the animal experiment. We then vary kinematic parameters to systematically demonstrate
an optimality condition for undulatory swimming in granular media∗. Next we use the
simulation to make measurements of mechanics of sand-swimming, including the body ve-
locities, reaction forces from the medium, power, and actuator torque∗. Some comparisons
with animal experiments or robot experiments will be made when possible. We will also
compare the differences and similarities of swimming in granular media to swimming in a
fluid.
3.2 Simulating the granular media
As desert sand has a typical grain size of 300 µm, the computational power required to
simulate a sand bed with comparable size of a sandfish is far beyond the facilities that are
available to us. Therefore we use 3 mm glass beads and 6 mm as model sands for animal
simulation and robot simulation, respectively. We observed no differences in the kinematics
of the sandfish lizard between 3 mm particles and 300 µm particles and the performance
of the animal is similar with different size particles [84]. Therefore we would expect the
qualitatively same result if particles with natural grain size were used. The choice of 6 mm
plastic particles for robot simulation also has the added benefit that they are less likely to
get inside the skin of the robot.
3.2.1 Discrete Element Method
The granular medium was simulated using a custom-written 3D soft sphere DEM code [100].
In DEM simulation, particles are modeled as perfect spheres. To compute particle-particle
and particle-intruder interaction forces, we calculate the normal force [73], Fn, and the
tangential Coulomb friction force, Fs (see Figure 18) at each contact using
∗This work has been published in two journal papers: “Mechanical models of sandfish locomotion reveal
principles of high performance subsurface sand-swimming,” Ryan D. Maladen, Yang Ding, Paul B. Umban-
howar, Adam Kamor, and Daniel I. Goldman, J. R. Soc. Interface, 8, 1332-1345, (2011) and “Undulatory
swimming in sand: experimental and simulation studies of a robotic sandfish,” Ryan D. Maladen, Yang
Ding, Paul Umbanhowar, and Daniel I. Goldman, The Inter- national Journal of Robotics Research, 30, 7,
793, (2011).
∗These results are part of a manuscript in preparation for the Journal of Experimental Biology, “Mechanics
of Undulatory Swimming in a Frictional Fluid,” Yang Ding, Sarah S. Sharpe, Andrew Masse, Ryan D.











Figure 18: In the discrete element model, each of simulated particle is assigned to a grid
based on the position of the particle (right). Forces on two representative contacting parti-
cles whose interaction forces are given by Eq. 29. F⊥ and FS correspond to the normal and
tangential forces respectively. δ, r, v1, and v2 correspond to the virtual overlap between





where δ is the virtual overlap between interacting particles, vn is the normal component
of relative velocity, and k, Gn, and µpp represent the hardness, viscoelastic constant, and
the particle–particle friction coefficient respectively (see Table 3 & 4 for specific values).
Rotation was not considered.
At each time step δt, the position x, net force F and velocity v of each particle is
calculated sequentially:
xi(t) = xi(t− δt) + viδt
Fi(t) = Fi(x1...n(t), v1...n(t− δt))
vi(t) = vi(t− δt) + Fiδt.
(30)
where i is the index of a particle and t is the time.
Because the force on a particle can potentially result from interaction with any other
particles, N(N − 1) pairs of particles need to be considered for the force calculation. To
reduce the computational time which has a computational complexity of O(N2), we use
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Figure 19: Diagrams of the experiment setups for the friction coefficient (A) and restitution
coefficient (B) measurements. In (A), intruders or particle-covered plates were placed on
an inclined surface covered a mono-layer of particles. In (B), a particle is dropped from a
tunnel to collide with another particle glued to a stainless steel plate.
the popular cell-division algorithm. The space of interest is divided into a uniform grid of
cubic cells with edges slightly larger than the diameter of the largest particle. Particles are
assigned to the cells based on their position and this list is updated every time step. This
space division algorithm ensure that only particles in the same cell or adjacent cells could
be in contact. This reduces the computational complexity to O(N log(N)), which signifi-
cant reduces computational time. The initial volume fraction was prepared by randomly
distributing the particles in the volume corresponding to the desired volume fraction and
then eliminating particle overlap using the method of [95].
3.2.2 Measurements of the particle and intruder properties
There are three fitting parameters in our force model that determines the mechanical prop-
erties of the particle. To estimate friction between particles (both 3 mm glass beads and
6 mm plastic particles), and the friction between various intruders with the particles we
measured the angle at which the intruders began to slide on an inclined surface (see Fig. 19).
The inclined surface was covered by a mono-layer of either 3 mm or 6 mm particles. The
angle of the surface was initially set high so that the intruder did not stop. Then the angle
was decreased until the intruder stopped quickly even after a small push and the angle ϕ
was recorded. The friction coefficient µ was calculated as µ = tan(ϕ). We started from a
high angle and decreased it rather than started a low angle and increases the angle until
the intruder began to slip because the unevenness of the surface may contribute to the
resistance of downward motion.
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Table 3: Parameters used in simulation and measured from experiments for 3 mm glass
particles. PD is the average particle diameter of 3.2 mm. For both 6 mm plastic and
3 mm glass particles (see below) the restitution coefficient was measured for particle-particle
collisions with one particle glued to a stainless steel plate and with an impact velocity of
0.48 m/s in experiment and simulation.
Experiment Simulation
Hardness (k) 5.7× 109 kg s−2 m−1/2 2× 106 kg s−2 m−1/2
Restitution coefficient 0.92 ± 0.03 0.88
Gn 15× 102 kg m−1/2 s−1 15 kgm−1/2 s−1
µparticle−particle 0.10± 0.01 0.10
µparticle−body 0.27± 0.01 0.27
Density 2.47 g cm−3 2.47 g cm−3
Diameter 3.2 ± 0.2 mm 3.0 mm (50%) and 3.4 mm (50%)
Granular volume 67 PD × 56 PD × 31 PD 109 PD × 43 PD × 32 PD
The hardness of the particles k was estimated using the Hertzian contact model [42]
with the values of Young’s modules from [1]. To reduce computational time, smaller k
values were used. k was chosen so that δ is less than 0.2% PD for all conditions, although
the actual k values were nearly a factor of 2× 103 times greater than the simulated values.
Doubling k changed measured quantities (resistive forces) by less than 5%. Gn, µpp, and
µpi were chosen to match experimental measurements of restitution coefficient and friction
coefficients. To measure the restitution coefficient, we let two particles have head on collision
at ∼40cm/s in experiment. One particle was glued to a stainless steel plate, which has a
Young’s modules 3∼4 times greater than that of the glass and nearly 10 times higher than
that of plastics. We assume that the energy loss in the stainless steel plate during the
collision was negligible. Another particle was dropped from above from a plastic tunnel and
its trajectory was tracked using high-speed camera to obtain the velocity of the dropped
particle. Only the runs for which the velocity of rebound particle was within 10◦ from a
vertical line and the collision speed was 40±4cm/s were considered. To capture the diameter
variation in experiment, we used a 50%:50% bi-dispersed particle with the same standard
deviation of the particle diameter distribution in experiment. The measured values and the
values used in simulation are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
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Table 4: Parameters used in simulation and measured from experiments for 6 mm plastic
particles. PD is the average particle diameter of 5.87 mm.
Experiment Simulation
Hardness (k) 1.7× 108 kg s−2 m−1/2 2× 105 kg s−2 m−1/2
Restitution coefficient 0.96 0.88
Gn 1× 102 kg m−1/2 s−1 5 kg m−1/2 s−1
µparticle−particle (µpp) 0.07± 0.01 0.080
µbody−particle (µbp) 0.27± 0.01 0.27
Density 1.03 ± 0.04 g cm−3 1.06 g cm−3
Diameter 5.87 ± 0.06 mm 5.81 mm (50%) and 5.93 mm (50%)
Granular volume 188 PD × 62 PD × 35 PD 188 PD × 62 PD × 24 PD
3.2.3 Validating the simulated granular media
The simulated medium composed of 3 mm particles was validated by comparing the forces on
a cylindrical stainless steel rod (diameter= 1.6 cm, length= 4 cm and rod-particle static
friction coefficient µbp = 0.15) dragged through it with those measured from experiment
(see Fig. 20). The drag tests to validate the simulated media were performed at a constant
speed of 5 cm/s with the object’s vertical mid-point at depth d = 7.6 cm and its long axis
perpendicular to the motion direction (see Fig. 20 inset). In experiment, the cylindrical rod
was attached to a robotic arm (CRS Robotics) via a thin but stiff supporting rod which
moved the intruder at constant depth and velocity. A 6 d.o.f. force sensor (ATI industrial)
mounted to the robotic arm measured the drag force. The force on the supporting rod
was measured separately and subtracted from the total force on the rod with the object
attached to obtain the force on the object alone. The test was repeated three times for each
object. The container holding the particles was 35 × 15 × 9 cm3 in extent. The deviation
between experimentally measured and simulated drag force as a function of angle was less
than 10%.
To validate the simulated medium composed by 6mm particles and obtain the values
of friction µpp, hardness k, and viscoelastic constant Gn (see Table 4), we dropped an
aluminum ball (diameter 6.35 cm and mass 385 g) into the plastic particles with varying

















Figure 20: DEM simulation was validated by comparing the forces on a rod dragged through
it with those measured from experiment. Total force on a stainless steel rod (sides and ends)
(diameter = 15.8mm, length = 40mm, and rod-particle static friction coefficient µbp = 0.15)
immersed to a depth of 7.62 cm was measured as a function of the angle (ψ) between the
velocity direction and its orientation in experiment (green) and simulation (blue) in a loosely
packed medium. The inset shows the experimental setup.
parameters to best match the measured and simulated acceleration of the intruder during
the impact collision as a function of time (Fig. 21A)∗ [48]. With parameters determined
from impact at v = 1.4 m/s, the force profile fit well at other impact velocities, which is
demonstrated by the peak acceleration as a function of impact velocity (Fig. 21B).
3.3 Simulating the sandfish and sand-swimming robots
The multi-segment numerical model of the simulated sandfish and sand-swimming robots
were developed using the commercial software package Working Model 2D (Design Simu-
lation Technologies). The multi-body solver was able to calculate the motion of multiple
segments connected through joints (actuators). We used the scripting language provided
by Working Model. The models were divided into small segments and the segments were
connected by joints whose angular position were actuated to generate the desired motion.
We coupled the 2D models in Working Model to the 3D soft-sphere DEM simulation
by loading the DEM simulation as Dynamic-link library (DLL). The motion of the animal


























Figure 21: Validation of the discrete element method simulation for the granular medium
composed of 6 mm plastic particles using impact experiment of a 6.35 cm diameter sphere.
A: The acceleration of the sphere impacted at 1.4 m/s as a function of time is plotted
in blue for simulation and in red for experiment. Acceleration is given in units of g, the
acceleration due to gravity. (Left inset) Aluminum ball instrumented with accelerometer
resting on 6 mm plastic particles. (Right inset) A snapshot of the impact simulation. B:
The peak acceleration during the impact as a function of impact velocity vc. Black solid

















Figure 22: A: 3D view of the simulated sandfish at 3 different instants as it swims within a
container of experimentally validated 3mm glass particles. The particles are rendered semi-
transparent for visibility of the model sandfish. B: Inter-actuator connections of a section
of the simulated sandfish. b indicates both the width (the maximum along the model) and
height of the segments in the non-tapered section of the animal model. The angle between
adjacent motors was modulated using Eqn. 31. C & D: Close up view of the simulated
sandfish with a tapered body and an uniform square body in 3mm glass particles. A and
λ correspond to the amplitude and wavelength of the simulated sandfish. Particles above
the sandfish model are rendered transparent.
model was constrained to prevent rotation of the axis of the traveling wave out of the
horizontal plane of motion (roll and pitch). At every time step, the net force on each
segments was calculated in the DEM and transferred to Working Model, then Working
Model calculated the position and the velocity of each segment and transferred them back
to the DEM. The geometries of the segments were defined in the DEM but not considered
in Working Model. Interaction between segments due to overlap was not considered.
To compare performance of the numerical simulation to the RFT and capture the shape
of the sandfish body, the morphology of the simulated animal was approximated as a tapered
tube with rectangular cross-section (see Fig. 22). The width varied uniformly from the snout
tip to 1/6 bl, and from 3/5 bl to the tail tip. No tapering in the height of the body along its
length was considered as doing so resulted in the model rising as it moved forward due to
drag induced granular lift [32]. This lift results from the vertical component of the normal
force on an inclined surface dragged through a granular medium and is discussed in Chapter
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Table 5: Parameters of the sandfish measured in experiment and used in simulation.
Experiment Simulation
Amplitude/Wavelength 0.25 ± 0.05 0.22
Length (Snout to tail tip) 12.8 ± 0.3 cm 12 cm
Weight 16.2 ± 4 g 16 g
Max. diameter 1.63 ± 0.11 cm 1.6 cm
IV and [32, 82]. To study more general mechanics of undulatory swimming in sand as well
as to examine the effect of body shape on swimming performance, we developed a flat head
sandfish model with uniform body width and height. The tapered sandfish model consisted
of 50 segments and the flat head sandfish model consisted of 60 segments. Both models
did not include limbs since the sandfish places its limbs along its sides during subsurface
swimming [81]. To estimate the magnitude of limb drag, we tested a simulated animal
with segments of appropriate length (limbs) placed at locations along the body obtained
from animal measurements. We found that with the segments extended perpendicular to
the body segment (to which they were attached) η decreased by nearly 15% due to the
increased drag force.
Model properties such as animal dimensions and density were taken from biological
measurements (refer to Table 5 for values). The segment height and maximum segment
width were the same and are denoted by b. For simplicity we used the same normal force
parameters for both the particle-particle and body-particle interactions. Each joint angle
was constrained so that an approximate sinusoidal wave traveled posteriorly from head to
tail (Fig. 22). The angle (β) between segments i and i+ 1 was varied as






















where A is the amplitude, λ is the wavelength, xi is the position of the ith segment in the
direction of motion, f is the frequency and t is time.

















Figure 23: Design of the physical and simulated sand-swimming robot. A: Basic construc-
tion (servomotors and aluminum brackets with power wires running along the top of the
device). B: The robot with outer layer and masts on the head and tail segments on 6mm
plastic particles. Balls atop the masts are for motion tracking. C: Schematic diagram of
a few representative motors (actuators) and elements of the robot modeled with 49 inter-
connected elements. D: Top view of the simulated robot submerged in 6 mm particles with
the particles above the robot rendered transparent. Only every 8th actuator is active while
all other actuators are immobilized. The angle between adjacent segment βi is modulated
according to Equation 32 to approximate a sinusoidal traveling wave kinematics (i = 1
refers to the head). The particles have been rendered semi-transparent for visualization.
The gray brackets ( [ ) indicate a single robot segment.
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simulation, we developed a 7-segment robot that swims in 6 mm particles [82] †. The sim-
ulated robot consisted of 49 cuboid interconnected segments and actuated motors (vertical
cylinders) of the same height (Fig. 23). Depending on the number of segments (N) to be
employed, every 48/N actuator (motor) was driven with an open loop signal to generate a
sinusoidal wave traveling posteriorly from head to tail while the remaining actuators were
immobilized to form a straight segment of length 48 / N cm. Preliminary tests of the robot
revealed that the angle between adjacent segments was prescribed as
β(i, t) = β0ξ sin(2πξi/N − 2πft), (32)
where β(i, t) is the motor angle of the ith motor at time t, β0 is the angular amplitude, ξ
is the number of wavelengths along the body (period), and N is the number of actuators.
We use this traveling wave rather than the sinusoidal traveling wave used for the animal
simulation (Equation 31) because the kinematics prescribed by the sinusoidal traveling wave
are accurate only for low amplitudes, due to the finite segment length associated with a
finite number of segments (fixed total length).
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Average swimming speed
Since in the biological experiments the sandfish swam within both 300 µm and 3 mm sand
with a single period sinusoidal wave with a typical amplitude of A/λ = 0.22, we first fixed
the amplitude of the model sandfish to A/λ = 0.22 and varied the oscillation frequency f ,
and measure the resulting forward speed vx. The forward speed of the simulated sandfish
increased linearly with oscillation frequency, which is consistent with the animal experiments
and RFT prediction (see Fig. 24A). The slope of this relationship is the wave efficiency η
(Fig. 24A inset). We observed little differences between closely packed media and the loosely
packed media and the predicted η values from simulation were close to those observed for
the animal. Hence we used loosely packed media for the study reported in the rest of this











































Figure 24: A: Average forward speed vs. undulation frequency as the sandfish swam
within 3mm glass particles. Solid symbols refer to biological measurements, and the dashed
lines with open symbols correspond to simulation predictions, respectively. inset: Wave
efficiency η, the ratio of the forward swimming speed to the wave speed as determined
from the slope of vx/λ vs. f relationship for biological data and numerical simulation. For
the simulation, the lower and higher limits of the η deviation (cyan and orange thatch)
correspond to flat and tapered head shapes, respectively. Blue and red colors in correspond
to loosely and closely packed media preparations, respectively. B: Forward velocity vs.
oscillation frequency relationship for the robot in experiment (green circles) and simulation
(blue triangles) (A/λ = 0.2 and ξ = 1). The slope of the dashed (simulation) and solid
(experiment) fit lines gives wave efficiency η of 0.36 and 0.34, respectively.
chapter.
The temporal characteristic of the simulated robot quantitatively matched the robot
experimental results (Fig. 24B). The forward speed of the robot increased linearly with
oscillation frequency. The wave efficiency was η = 0.36±0.02, less than that of the sandfish
lizard. Increasing N (for a fixed length device) in the robot simulation caused the robot
to advance more rapidly and with greater wave efficiency until N ≈ 15 above which η
remained constant at 0.54 (approximately that of the animal) (Fig. 26). We hypothesize
that the increase in η with increasing N is due to a smoother body profile which facilitated
media flow and led to decreased drag and/or a decreased variation in the spatial form
(A/λ) from the prescribed sinusoidal target (as much as 30% for A/λ = 0.2 for N = 7,
measured using video of the robot undulating on a flat surface). This result suggests that
near maximal performance occurs when the spatial form of the robot reproduces a sinusoidal
traveling wave with minimal deviation.















Figure 25: A: Effect of varying A/λ on η of the simulated sandfish within 3mm glass parti-
cles. The cyan and blue dashed curves with triangles correspond to the sandfish simulation
with uniform body and tapered body, respectively. The pink shaded region corresponds to
the RFT prediction for uniform body for maximum (flat plate, lower bound) and 30% of the
maximum (higher bound) head drag. The red curve is the RFT prediction of forward speed
for a uniform square body with maximum head drag with the net force on each element
scaled by 0.5 (see text). The black cross corresponds to the animal experiment. ξ = 1 and
f = 4 Hz. B: Effect of varying A/λ on η of the robot (green circles) and simulated robot
(blue triangles) within 6mm plastic particles. ξ = 1 and f = 0.5 Hz.
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N= 5 N= 15 N= 48








Figure 26: Effect of number of segments on the wave efficiency η for a fixed length robot
in simulation (blue dashed curve) (f = 1 Hz and A/λ = 0.2). The red, black, and cyan
triangles correspond to 5 (A), 15 (B), and 48 (C) segment robots respectively. The green
square corresponds to the number of segments used in the physical robot, and the gray line
indicates η predicted by the RFT solved for a continuous body profile (see [49] for details).
with different volume fractions, the numerical sandfish in 3mm particles, and the simulated
49-segments robot in 6mm particles are all close to 0.5. This suggests that maximal per-
formance of subsurface locomotion in granular media is not sensitive to changes in media
properties like particle size, and density.
3.4.2 Effect of friction on sand-swimming performance
The performance of a sand-swimmer depends on the thrust and drag forces generated by the
body. Both of these forces are sensitive to particle-particle friction (µpp) and body-particle
friction (µbp). We used the simulation to investigate the effect of varying each of these
frictions while keeping the other one fixed on forward sand-swimming speed. We found
that the speed of the simulated sandfish decreased with increasing µbp, but increased with
increasing µpp (see Fig. 27). We attribute the decrease of swimming speed to the increase



















Figure 27: Forward speed of simulated sandfish in 3mm glass particles was measured as
body-particle friction (µpp = 0.1, red trace) and particle-particle friction (µbp = 0.27, blue
trace) were varied.
determine the parallel force F∥ and hence the drag on the body. We hypothesize that
the increase of η as particle-particle friction coefficient increased was a result of an overall
increase in magnitude of F⊥ or a more rapid increase of F⊥ at low ψ.
3.4.3 Optimal waveform for sand-swimming speed
We investigated the sand-swimming with parameters used by the sandfish, a sinusoidal
traveling wave with fixed kinematics (A/λ = 0.22 and ξ = 1). We now use the numerical
simulation to investigate how sand-swimming performance depends on variation of the spa-
tial form of the sinusoidal wave. This allows us to explain or provide hypotheses for why
the animal utilized only a limited range of A, λ, and ξ.
We varied A/λ for a single period wave along the body of the simulated sandfish and
measured the corresponding η (see Fig. 25). Consistent with RFT prediction, for a given
oscillation frequency, η increased quadratically for small A/λ, increased rapidly for inter-
mediate A/λ, and varied slowly for large A/λ. While the shapes of the curves are similar
between RFT and simulation, the RFT predictions (for the square cross-section and for
the reduced head drag) systematically overestimate η. However, scaling the thrust force
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on each element (excluding the head) by a factor of 0.5 in the RFT prediction results in a
curve that closely matches the non-tapered simulation (Fig. 25A).
The numerical sandfish simulation displayed a maximum in the forward progress per
cycle at A/λ ≈ 0.2 (ξ = 1, see Fig. 28), and was close to the prediction from the RFT (see
Chapter II). Like the plot of η vs. A/λ, we observed deviation between speed predicted by
the RFT and numerical simulation. The biological data resides at the peak of the curve,
indicating that the animals could be optimizing their sand-swimming speed. This result
agreed with the biological hypothesis that sandfish burial is an escape response [7].
We systematically varied A/λ for f = 0.5Hz and measured the wave efficiency of the
robot as it swam subsurface. For all A/λ tested, there was good agreement between η mea-
sured in experiment and in the numerical robot simulation. Although η corresponding to
an A/λ = 0.2 was lower than what was measured in the biological experiment, and the nu-
merical sandfish simulation, the shape of the η vs. A/λ relationship remained qualitatively
the same.
To test the effect of number of wave periods on performance, we fixed A/λ = 0.2 and
varied 0.6 < ξ < 1.6. Testing was possible over only a limited range for the physical robot
because for ξ < 0.6 the side walls of the test container interfere with the motion due to the
large amplitude of undulation of the robot, and for ξ > 1.3 the maximum angle required
to maintain A/λ = 0.2 exceeds the range of motion of the servomotors. We found that the
simulated sandfish, physical robot and the simulated robot all progressed forward fastest for
approximately a single period along its body (Fig. 29). We can understand the dependence
of speed on ξ by the following argument. For non-integer ξ the sandfish model experienced
an unbalanced torque that resulted in a periodic yawing motion (with an amplitude of more
than 40◦ for ξ = 0.5), which caused A to become effectively smaller and which resulted in
lower η and lower vx. For ξ > 1, decreased vx resulted from a lower η due to the decrease












































Figure 28: A: Effect of varying A/λ on swimming speed (body-lengths/cycle) of the simu-
lated sandfish within 3mm glass particles. The cyan and blue dashed curves with triangles
correspond to the sandfish simulation with uniform square body and tapered body, respec-
tively. The pink shaded region corresponds to the RFT prediction for square cross-section
body for maximum (flat plate, lower bound) and 30% of the maximum (higher bound) head
drag. The red curve is the RFT prediction of forward speed for a uniform square body with
maximum head drag with the net force on each element scaled by 0.5. ξ = 1 and f = 4 Hz.
Black cross corresponds to measurements from animal experiment. B: Effect of varying
A/λ on the swimming speed of the physical (green circles) and simulated robot (dashed













































Figure 29: Speed (body-lengths/cycle) vs. ξ relationship identified the kinematics that
maximized forward swimming speed for A/λ = 0.2 for the (A) simulated sandfish in 3mm
particles with f = 4 Hz. and (B) physical (green circles) & simulated (dashed blue curve
with triangles) robot in 6mm particles with f = 2 Hz. A: Black open box corresponds to








Figure 30: The trajectories of three segments near the head (black), middle of the body
(magenta) and tail (green) from experiment (A) and simulation (B). The markers in ex-
periment are located at 19%, 44%, and 69% of the total body length measured from the
head to the tail tip and the 10th (16%), 25th (42%) and 45th (75%) segment are chosen
as counterparts in simulation. The red line represents the average position of all markers
in experiment and the average position of segments between 10th and 45th segments in
simulation.
3.4.4 Detailed kinematics
In the previous subsections, we mainly considered a body shape which approximated the
tapered shape of the sandfish. We also showed that the model sandfish with a uniform
body of fixed width and height, and with flat ends resulted in increased head drag and
a smaller swimming speed compared to the tapered model. Otherwise, all the results in
previous sections (and following sections as well) are qualitatively the same for a tapered
body or uniform body. Hence we only reports results from a uniform body; we will point out
the differences in respective places. Two wave amplitudes A/λ = 0.22 and A/λ = 0.06 are
tested in simulation, and we will refer to them as “animal amplitude” and “small amplitude”
hereafter.
The kinematics during swimming result from the coupling between the prescribed body
deformation and reaction forces from the media. Because the body motion is described by
a traveling sinusoidal wave, each segment would follow a sinusoidal trajectory if the body
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moved only in forward direction at a constant speed. However, because of the coupling
between the segment motion and body motion, including fluctuations in forward speed, the
segment trajectories in the lab frame are distorted traveling waves whose shape depends on
the position on the body. Figure 30 shows the trajectories of three representative segments
from animal experiment and simulation. In experiment, lead markers were placed on the
animal and the trajectories of the segments were obtained from a representative high speed
x-ray video of the sandfish lizard swimming in 300 µm glass particles ‡. Because the
animal swam at an angle ( ≈ 23◦) into the medium, the trajectories from experiment have
been scaled by cos−1(23◦) for comparison. The trajectories of segments from simulation
show similar pattern as the trajectories of the lead markers on the animal body. The
significant discrepancy near the end (right) is likely because the animal turned and stopped
in experiment.
We characterize the undulatory amplitude of a segment by calculating root mean square
(RMS) of the lateral displacement yRMS , which is shown in Figure 31. For both low am-
plitude and animal amplitude (Fig. 31A), yRMS show a high-low-high-low-high pattern as
a function of position along the body. The amplitude is larger near the middle and two
ends and has two local minima near 20% and 80% points of the total body-length. We
also observed the high-low-high-low-high pattern in experiment although the the average
magnitude of yRMS was smaller and there was an increasing trend in from from head to tail.
We found these features could be captured by using a smaller amplitude A/λ = 0.16 and
an entry angle of of 22◦ in simulation (see Fig. 31B).
3.4.5 Forces
Overall, the forces predicted by the empirical force laws used in RFT model predicted the
direction of the forces and the spatial pattern of thrust and drag forces on the simulated
sandfish (see Fig. 32A): The force on a segment was always in the opposite direction of the
velocity of the segment (blue arrows in Fig. 32A). The forces on the model sandfish did
not change significantly for frequencies less than 4 Hz, which is consistent with the RFT
‡The experiment was done by Sarah Sharpe, a bioengineering graduate student in the Goldman group.
See [110] for details about the experiment
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Figure 31: A: The Root Mean Square of the lateral displacement of a segment normalized to
the total body length (defined as the length from snout to tail tip) as a function of position
on the body from experiment (colored lines and symbols) and a simulation (thick gray line)
with an entry angle of 22◦ and an amplitude of A/λ = 0.16. B: The Root Mean Square
of lateral displacement of a segment as a function of position on the body of a simulated














































Figure 32: Reaction forces during sand-swimming. A: A snapshot of the reaction force on
all the segments. Black represents simulation, green represents the force model prediction
in RFT with the small amplitude A/λ = 0.06 (left) and the animal amplitude A/λ =
0.22 (right). Blue arrows represents segment velocities. For visibility, every 3rd segment
velocities are omitted for the animal amplitude. For visibility, the head drag is scaled by a
factor of 0.25 and drawn in thick lines. B left panel: The net force on the body (including
head) in the forward direction as a function of time for the animal amplitude (magenta)
and the small amplitude (red). C: The head drag as functions of time with the animal
amplitude (green represents the RFT model and black represents simulation) and the small
amplitude (blue represents RFT model and cyan represents simulation). The forward speed
for animal amplitude is re-plotted as the gray line to show its relative phase. Bars between
B&C: The average values of the net forces and head drag in corresponding colors.
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assumption force is independent of speed. For the small amplitude simulations, the forces
on the body were mainly lateral and for the animal amplitude, the larger angle between
the segments and forward direction resulted in a larger thrust force on the body. For both
amplitudes, we observed substantial head drag (the thick lines in Fig. 32A), which was
overcome by the thrust generated by the body. On average, the head drag predicted by
the force model quantitatively matched the head drag from the simulation (see Fig. 32).
The variation in head drag was in antiphase of the variation of the forward speed (dashed
grey line in Fig. 32B), which implies that the variation in forward speed was caused by the
variation of the head drag. In the small amplitude runs, both the head drag and the thrust
from the body were approximately 50% smaller than the forces in the animal amplitude
runs.
We observed significant discrepancy in the magnitude of the forces on the body between
those from empirical force laws and those from the simulation: the magnitudes of the forces
measured in simulation were in general smaller. The differences were the largest near the
maximum lateral excursion, where velocity (and force) reversal occurred in lateral direction.
As shown in Figure 32B, this overestimation of thrust made the net forward force larger
than zero, the value assumed in RFT model and observed in simulation when the steady
speed was reached. As the empirical force laws were used in RFT model, this overestimation
of thrust force would also occur in RFT model. In RFT model, the speed is solved from
the balance of thrust and drag. If the thrust is overestimated, the force balance would be
achieved at a speed larger than it should be. In other words, the overestimation of the force
magnitude resulted in the overestimation of speed in RFT model.
The forces on the animal model with the tapered body showed a similar pattern: Thrust
and drag distributions were qualitatively the same as the animal model with the uniform
body (see Fig. 33A). Because the orientation of the surface on the tapered part of the body
was not parallel to the axis of the body, forces on both sides of the head contribute to the net
force on the head (see Fig. 33B). The head drag for a tapered head, calculated by summing
the drag on the tapered segments on the head and shown with thick pink line in Figure 6,













Figure 33: A: A snapshot of the reaction force on segments (black arrows). The pink arrow
represents the head drag with a different scale. B: Representative forces on the segments
(highlighted with yellow color on the body in A) in the tapered body regions near the tail
(left) and near the head (right).
on the tapered tail, the projections of the velocity of a segment might be towards the inner
side of that segment on both sides, that is the segment was in the “shadow” of the segments
ahead (see Fig. 33B). In such cases, the segments in the “shadows” experienced nearly
zero forces. Due to the shape difference, at the animal amplitude, the average speed was
observed in the animal model with the tapered body was 30% higher than the non-tapered
body.
3.4.6 Actuator Torque
The torque generated by each actuator (τi) to follow the designated angle as function
of time was measured in Working Model. The actuator torque oscillated at the same
frequency of the body undulation but was not sinusoidal and varied with body position as
shown in Figure 34A. Therefore, we used root mean square value τRMS =
√
τ2i to quantify
the magnitude of τ . τRMS was nearly symmetrically distributed along the body with the
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Figure 34: The torque generated by actuators of the sandfish model in simulation. A: The
torque generated by actuators at 25%, 50% and 75% of the body (represented by green,
red, and dark blue symbols and lines respectively) as a function of time for the animal
amplitude. B: RMS of the torque of a actuator as a function of its position on the body
for the animal amplitude (blue) and the low amplitude (black). Large filled circles indicate
the RMS of the torques curves in panel A with the same color scheme.
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the largest portion that could move toward the same side laterally on a traveling sinusoidal
wave is half a wavelength, the torque generated by segments with distances larger than half
wavelength is likely to be in opposite direction of the torque generated by the segments
within the half of a wavelength. The center actuators generate the largest torques because
the distances from the center to both ends are half of a wavelength. The magnitude of the
torque for the small amplitude is in general larger since the torque arm is larger due to its
larger associated wavelength.
3.4.7 Power
The average actuator power also displayed a bell-shape distribution (see Fig. 35A): The
central actuators generated most of the power and actuators near the end generated nearly
zero or even negative power (dissipation). Energy was generated from the actuators and
dissipated to the media through the resistive forces on the segments. From the product of
the forces and velocities of the segments, the average dissipation power per unit length along
the body was calculated (see Fig 35B). We found that about 30% of the power was used to
overcome the head drag for the animal amplitude, and the percentage is smaller for smaller
amplitude, which is in accord with the head drag observation. The slower forward speed
was also responsible for the smaller energy dissipation on the head for the small amplitude.
On the body, power distribution on the segments showed a pattern similar to the amplitude
of lateral undulation of the segments. The power was enhanced in the middle and two
ends and was reduced near the 20% and the 80% locations along the body (see Fig. 31).
Since no significant difference in the magnitude of the force along the body was observed,
this indicates that the travel distance in the lateral direction was responsible for the power
differences along the body. Inside the granular medium, the energy was dissipated due
the interactive forces and relative motion between particles. The random motion of the
particles can be measured by the granular temperature [65]. We use the definition of
granular temperature as < (u− < u >)2 > as in [15], where u is the particle velocity and
“<>” means averaging over 3 cm (W) ×3 cm (L) ×1.6 cm (H) cells whose centers are at the
















































Figure 35: A: Variation of the average power output from the actuators (A) and the power
output to the media (B) along the body. Each bar represents a 0.8 cm × 1.6 cm cross-
sectional area along the body or on the head (head area = 1.6cm × 1.6cm). The blue bars
and red bars represent the animal amplitude simulation. The black bars and pink bars
represent the small amplitude simulation. Inset shows the granular temperature calculated
from particles within cells with dimensions of 0.6 cm (W) by 0.6 cm (L) by 1.6 cm (H).
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Figure 36: The total power generated by the actuators as a function of undulation frequency
for the animal amplitude. Solid line is the best fit of a linear function.
appear only in the vicinities of body and decay to nearly zero in a distance of about the
diameter of the body (Fig. 35B inset). The temperature was highest near the head and tail.
The total power can be calculated by either summing the actuator power (generation) or
the segment power (dissipation). The total power increased linearly with frequency within
a biologically relevant range and become super-linear at higher frequencies (Fig. 36).
3.4.8 Cost of Transport
The mechanical cost of transport (CoT) was calculated by dividing the average power by
the average speed (Fig. 37). Since both the power and the speed increased linearly with
the frequency for f < 4 Hz, frequency did affect the mechanical cost of transportation in
this range. This also implies that there is no preferred frequency for the animal in terms
of energy savings assuming small inertial cost associated with accelerating body segments.
We hence examined how the CoT depended on the amplitude. The power increased and
plateaued near A/λ = 0.2. This resulted in a rapid decrease of CoT for small A/λ, a
minimum near A/λ = 0.2 and a slow increase after. As expected, the power and CoT for
a tapered body shape was smaller than the uniform body shape with a blunt head. The
corresponding A/λ for minimum of CoT is close to the range (A/λ = 0.2 ∼ 0.3) where
the speed is maximized, indicating that maximal forward speed is associated with minimal
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Figure 37: (A) The average speed, (B) the average power, and (C) the mechanical cost of
transportation (power/speed) as functions of A/λ. Blue represents uniform body and red
represents tapered body.
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Figure 38: The correlation between the lateral motion of segments along the body and the
lateral motion introduced by the CoM motion (blue curve) and yaw motion (red curve) of
the body. Blue represents CoM and red represents yaw. The dashed gray line is the sum




Because a sinusoidal traveling wave is symmetric in the lateral direction, we neglected the
lateral or yaw motion of the body in the RFT model. However, because the sandfish is of
finite length, net lateral force and net torque are usually not zero and they induce lateral and
yaw motion. Head drag breaks the symmetry and introduces extra lateral force and torque.
To examine how the pattern of the magnitude of lateral displacement of the segments was
generated, we examine the correlation between the lateral displacement of a segment yseg
to the lateral displacement of the CoM yCoM and yaw motion yyaw (see Fig. 38). yyaw was
calculated as yyaw = θb(xseg − xCoM ), where xseg is the position of the segment in forward
direction.
The positive/negative sign of the time-averaged products of the lateral displacements
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< ysegyCoM > or < ysegyyaw > indicates the CoM or the yaw motion enhanced/reduced the
lateral motion of the segment. The shape of the two plots indicates that the CoM motion
was responsible for the enhancement of the lateral motion in the middle, while the two dips
near 20% and 80% of the body length was caused by the yaw motion. As the resistive
forces increase with depth within the granular medium, the anterior portion of the body
of the animal experiences more resistance compared to the posterior portion of the body
during burial. Therefore, we hypothesis that the larger amplitude observed in experiment
is because of the increased resistive force and rotation of the body. Another factor that
may also affect the magnitude of the resistive force and hence the exact functional form of
yrms is the lateral cross-section area, which is uniform in simulation but decrease towards
the head and tail tip of the animal.
3.5.2 Forces
As shown by previous studies including ours [2, 82], (head) drag is not sensitive to the shape
of an intruder in granular media [82]. Therefore the head drag acting on the sandfish is
mainly determined by the head area. Since the swimming performance is determined by the
balance of thrust and drag, the potential locomotion ability depends on ratio between the
areas that generate thrust and areas that generate drag. This ratio may be approximated
by the ratio between the cross-sectional area of the body to the head area :Abody/Ahead =
bL/b2 = L/b. This implies that animals with a longer body may overcome the head drag
more easily.
To identify the origin of the discrepancy of the force magnitude between the empirical
force model used in RFT and the simulation, we dragged a 10 cm long, 1.6 cm wide square
rod and measured the resistive force it experienced (see Fig. 39A). The displacement of
the rod normal to its axis is prescribed as a sinusoid as a function of time to capture
the undulatory motion of a segment on the animal body. We varied the frequency and
amplitude of the oscillation to examine different scenarios (see Fig. 39B). We found similar
discrepancies between simulation and empirical force law as for the undulatory swimming

































Figure 39: Drag forces on a cylinder that is oscillating horizontally and normal to its axis.
A: Schematic diagram of the simulation. B: The lateral displacement of the rod as a function
of time. C: The resistive force in lateral direction as a function of time. Blue, green and
red lines represent the data from simulation with parameter sets (f = 4 Hz, A = 1.59 cm),
(f = 1 Hz, A = 1.59 cm), and (f = 4 Hz and A = 0.20 cm).
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force as a function of time that has a square wave shape (the black line in Fig. 39C), as we
assume the force only depends on the motion direction. In simulation, when the rod changed
direction of motion, the resistive force went back to zero quickly and then the magnitude
increased gradually rather than with a discontinuous jump. Consistent with the assumption
that forces are independent of speed, this discrepancy did not change significantly with
different frequency (the blue line and the green line). However, the different amplitudes of
the oscillation significantly affected the force. For the smaller amplitude case, the rate of
the increase in magnitude was smaller and a larger portion of the cycle was in the transient
region (the red line). This transient weakening effect has been observed and studied in
cyclically sheared granular media [120]; the underlying physics may be related to changes
in structural states such as compaction set by previous shearing (or other disturbance) [120,
97].
However, the relatively shorter transient region observed for larger amplitude oscillations
does not necessarily mean that larger amplitude swimming was less affected by this transient
weakening effect. That is because the lateral motion of a segment in relation to its local
segment axis is not the same as the lateral motion in relation to the forward direction of the
body. As shown in Fig. 5A, for the small amplitude case in which the local segment axis is
nearly align with the forward direction, the lateral velocity of a segment related to its local
segment axis is nearly the same as the lateral velocity in relation to the forward direction of
the body. For the animal amplitude case, the velocity of a segment in the direction normal
to the segment axis is only about tan |ψ| ≈ 20% of the total velocity. In the extreme case
in which the swimming speed is equal to the wave speed, every segment moves in the same
direction as its axis and hence there is no motion normal to any segment axis. This explains
the observed over-prediction of force by the empirical force laws and the over-prediction of
speed by the RFT model at all amplitudes in previous study [82].
3.5.3 Inertia
The power increases nearly linearly with frequency but the slightly higher power at 8 Hz
may indicates that the inertia effects become important at higher frequency. We therefore
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estimate the inertial force due to acceleration of material around the body and compare it
to the total force, which includes quasi-static friction. If we take the force on an area of d2
(≈1 N) on the body as an example, the contribution from inertial force can be estimated as
Finertial = ma = cd
3ρeω
2A (33)
where d3 is the characteristic volume of granular material accelerated by the body, ρe is
the density of the media taking into account of the voids between the particles, ω = 2πf is
the angular velocity and c is a geometric coefficient. Assume the shape of the accelerated
volume is a cube, then c=1. The formula gives 0.07 N for 4 Hz and 0.28 N for 8 Hz, which
is about 7% and 28% of the total force. As c = 1 is unlikely to be exact and we used
the maximum force as a rough estimation. Nevertheless, this estimation and the power-
frequency curve (see Fig. 35C) from simulation both indicate that material inertia become
non-negligible at frequencies >4 Hz. Note that the scaling of non-inertial forces and inertial
forces are different: Non-inertial forces increase with depth and the inertial forces scale
with f2. This implies that the inertial force may dominate when the animal is closer to the
surface. However, at typical animal undulation frequencies (less than 3 Hz), the depth at
which the inertial forces have a significant contribution (>10%) is less than the diameter
of the animal. Therefore the inertial force becomes negligible as soon as the animal is
subsurface.
3.5.4 Power and CoT
The mechanical power required for swimming in granular media might be demanding for
the animal, therefore we estimate the maximum power output from muscle and compare
it to our simulation results. Assuming the mass of the animal is 14g, 50% of the body
mass is muscle, and the maximum muscle power is 140 Wkg−1 [117], then the maximum
mechanical power output is ≈1 W. This value correspond to about 2 Hz at the depth of
5 cm for the animal amplitude. Considering the animal has been observed to swim at a
maximal frequency of ≈4 Hz and a depth of nearly 10 cm (the frequency and the depth
were not observed at the same time), sand-swimming is energetically demanding for the
animal and the muscle power might be the limiting factor of the swimming speed.
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The CoT is determined by the speed and power. The dependence of speed on ampli-
tude have been explain by the competition between the increase of wave efficiency and the
decreases in wavelength. Similarly, we examine the dependence of the power on the undula-
tion amplitude characterized by A/λ. As mentioned before, the lateral motion of a segment
with respect to its axis increases slowly as A/λ increases. Since the magnitude of the force
on a segment is insensitive to speed and the force direction is nearly normal to the segment
for most of the time, we attribute the plateau in power to a plateau in lateral displacement
of the segments relative to their axes.
3.5.5 Phase between the curvature and the torque of an actuator
Because the actuator power is the product of the angular velocity and the actuator torque,
the sign of the power is an indicator of the phase difference between the angular velocity and
actuator torque. The nearly zero or negative actuator power near the tail and head indicates
that the angular velocity is in antiphase with the actuator torque while the positive power
indicates the two variables are in phase. The sign of power also implies that the phase
between actuator torque and angular velocity varies along the body. The phase shift of
muscle activation relative to the curvature, which is closely related to torque generation, has
been observed on aquatic and terrestrial animals [47, 18, 122] as well as in the sandfish [110].
Body stiffness and elasticity, which are determined by muscle and passive elements such as
tendons, play important roles in swimming in fluids and have been shown to affect the
phase shift between the curvature and muscle activation [79, 80, 122]. Although our animal
model consists of only actuators and rigid segments, the zero or negative power indicates
a possibility of generating similar kinematics with passive elements and an elastic body in
granular media. As the bending of the body is (nearly) in antiphase with the torque near
the tail, joints/body with certain elasticity without actuators may bend the same amount
in response to the torque generated by granular force, hence generate similar kinematics.
3.5.6 Comparison of granular to fluid swimming
It is instructive to compare the mechanics of undulatory swimming in granular media to
that in fluids and other environments. Similar to swimming in fluids, the coefficient for
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the normal component of the resistive force is larger relative to the lateral force. Therefore
the forces point to the opposite side of velocity and are nearly perpendicular to the axes of
the segments and parallel to the velocity vectors. This results in a similar pattern of the
force on the body in granular media similar to that in fluid and the surface of the ground
[18, 61]. Similar oscillation in the forward and lateral direction, yaw motion, and similar
patterns for the amplitude of lateral displacement have been observed in a computational
study of swimming in a fluid ([16]). The different force laws do, however, lead to differences
in the swimming mechanics. The power increases linearly with speed in granular media but
increases super-linearly in fluid. The head drag can only be reduced by a maximum of 30%
in granular media but can be reduced by an order of magnitude by streamlining in a fluid.
Because thermal fluctuation does not destroy the disturbed state of the granular media,
material properties such as yield stress exhibit hysteresis effects. The transient weakening
effect, which reduces the thrust on the body, is one example of such effects in granular
media.
3.6 Summary
Motivated by biological experiments of sandfish locomotion we developed a numerical sim-
ulation approach to study undulatory sand-swimming. We used this model to test the
assumptions and predictions of our previously developed empirical resistive force model.
We showed that swimming performance comparable to that of the animal can be achieved
within granular media by utilizing the kinematics of the animal. We determined how η
depends on the spatial characteristics of the undulatory swimmer and showed that an op-
timal A/λ ≈ 0.2 and ξ ≈ 1 maximized forward swimming speed. The robot with a finite
number of segments (7) confirmed these optimal kinematics and simulation explained why
the performance of the robot was lower than the animal. Remarkably, the sandfish uses
these optimal kinematics to swim rapidly within granular media.
The coupling between the prescribed body motion, resistive forces from the media,
and the overall body motion generate non-trivial patterns of segment motion and power
dissipation along the body even though both the geometry and the prescribed motion of
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the segments are uniform along the body. The energy was generated mainly from the central
segments and a significant portion was dissipated to overcome the head drag for the animal
amplitude. As the resistive force in granular media is independent of speed, power scaled
linearly with frequency and CoT did not depend on frequency in the biological relevant
range. However, the transition weakening effect associated with oscillation of intruders must
be taken into consideration for an accurate description of the resistive forces in granular
media and the sand-swimming mechanics. Although the force laws in granular media is
different from fluid (e.g. enhanced normal forces in granular media and different scaling
with velocity), we observed phenomena that are general for undulatory swimming, such as
larger thrust forces are generated from the segments that have larger angles relative to the
forward direction, and that power is generated mainly by the central portion of the body.
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CHAPTER IV
DRAG INDUCED LIFT IN GRANULAR MEDIA
4.1 Introduction
Objects moved through media experience drag forces opposite to the direction of motion
and lift forces perpendicular to the direction of motion. The principles that govern how
object shape and orientation affect these forces are well understood in fluids like air and
water. These principles explain how wings enable flight through air and the fins generate
thrust in water [123].
Lift and drag forces are also generated by movement within dry granular media, collec-
tions of discrete particles that interact through dissipative contact forces. We hypothesize
that the generation and control of these forces while moving within granular media is bi-
ologically relevant to many desert inhabitants that dive into [7], or swim within [81] sand
such as the sandfish lizard. Lift forces are also relevant to industrial process such as soil
tillage [96]. The work presented in this chapter was partially inspired by the morphology
of the sandfish–a shovel shaped head and a flat belly (Fig. 40). We therefore investigate
how the shape affect the lift force in granular media using experiment and simulation and
explain the lift force by developing a force model based on the flow field from simulation ∗†.
We applied the principles learned from drag experiment and simulation to the head shape
of the sand-swimming robot to control the vertical motion of the robot ‡§.
In granular media, lift and drag forces are not as well understood as in fluids; movement
probes the complex fluid/solid behaviors of dense granular flows [65]. While progress has
∗The experiments were done by Nick Gravish, a physics graduate student in Goldman’s group.
†This work has been published as a journal paper:“Drag induced lift in granular media”, Yang Ding, Nick
Gravish and Daniel I. Goldman, Physical Review Letters, 106, 028001 (2011)
‡The robot development and experiments were done by Ryan Maladen, Paul Umbanhowar and Andrew
Masse, who were BME graduate student, visiting scientist and Physics undergraduate student in Goldman’s
group.
§The work presented here has been published as part of a peer-reviewed conference paper: “Lift control
in a sand-swimming robot,” Ryan D. Maladen, Paul B. Umbanhowar, Yang Ding, Andrew Masse and Daniel
I. Goldman, IEEE: International Conference on Robotics and Automation (2011).
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Figure 40: (A) Front and (B) side views of the sandfish head. α is the angle of the leading
surface of the sandfish head respect to the horizontal.
been made understanding drag forces in slow horizontal and vertical drag and impact [3,
48, 93, 51], there has been comparatively little work investigating lift forces. Studies have
examined lift forces for a partially submerged vertical rod moving horizontally and for a
rotating plate [114, 125], and the drag force on submerged objects with curved surfaces [2];
however, the lift forces experienced by horizontally translated submerged intruders have not
been explored.
4.2 Experiment and simulation setup
Experiment and simulation were employed to investigate the lift (Fz) and drag (Fx) forces
on simple shapes during horizontal translation in granular media (Fig. 41). In experiment
long intruders with different cross-sections were dragged within a bed of glass beads with
particle diameter (PD) of 0.32±0.02 cm and density (ρ) 2.47 g/cm3 (Fig. 41). Dragging was
performed at a constant speed 10 cm/sec with the intruder’s vertical mid-point at depth
d = 12.5 PD and its long axis perpendicular to the direction of motion. In experiment,
l = 31.3 PD long intruders were connected at the midpoint to a force sensor (mounted
to a linear translation stage) by a stiff stainless steel rod of diameter 2 PD. Following the
method of [3], forces on the connecting rod were determined in separate measurements and
subtracted from Fx and Fz. The grain bed was 75 PD wide by 53 PD deep by 75 PD long.
The initial packing state of the grains was prepared by shaking the container moderately
in the horizontal direction before each run. The volume fraction was determined through











Figure 41: A: Schematic of the setup of the rod drag experiment.
Simulation employed the soft-sphere Discrete Element Method (DEM) method (see
Chapter III for more details about model development) with µ = µ{pp,pi} = {0.1, 0.27}
as particle-particle and particle-intruder friction coefficients respectively. The simulated
grain bed, bounded by frictionless walls, was 75 PD wide by 55 PD deep by 78 PD and con-
sisted of 350,000 particles in a bi-disperse mixture of equal parts 0.3 and 0.34 cm diameter
spheres. Doubling any dimension of the grain bed did not change the forces significantly.
The initial volume fraction 0.62± 0.01 was prepared by randomly distributing the particles
in the volume corresponding to the desired volume fraction and then eliminating parti-
cle overlap [95]. Forces were nearly independent of speed, like other drag studies in the
non-inertial regime [126, 17] (speed / 40 cm/s for our study). In simulation the intruder
dimensions and intruder speed were matched to those in experiment and the forces were
averaged over the steady-state time intervals.
4.3 Shape determines lift
In both experiment and simulation, Fz was sensitive to the cross-section of the intruder. As













Figure 42: Lift force as a function of depth for the cylinder (•), square rod () and half
cylinder (N). Gray region indicates the depth at which forces in Figure 43 were measured.
of the curved surface), while for the two vertically symmetric geometries, the full cylinder
and square rod, Fz was positive with magnitude larger for the cylinder than for the square.
Experiments with smaller glass particles (0.3mm) gave similar results (see Fig. 43). |Fz|
increased with intruder depth for all intruders (Fig. 41B). The lift mechanism is different
from the Brazil nut effect [104] which results from agitation of the medium by the container.
Simulation allowed investigation of the surface stress distribution responsible for lift and
drag on the intruders. For all shapes the surface stress was largest along the leading surface
(Fig. 43 green arrows). Due to the linear dependence of granular pressure with depth and
the finite size of the intruder [3], local stresses increased with depth along the flat face of the
square (Fig. 43). However, for curved intruders (e.g. the cylinder in Fig. 43), the magnitude
of local stress was primarily determined by the local surface orientation. As the local surface
tangent became more aligned with the intruder velocity the force magnitude became small,
supporting observations that surfaces parallel to the direction of motion contribute little to







Figure 43: Net force on rods measured in experiment (←) and simulation (←). Forces
(←) on the intruder surfaces were measured in simulation and are scaled by four for better
visibility.
of the local grain-intruder reaction force was nearly opposite to the surface normal at all
points along the intruder’s leading surface.
The dependence of the forces on the local surface orientation suggests that decomposing
the surfaces into differential area elements and summing the forces on those elements may
describe the net drag and lift experienced by the three shapes studied. This is similar to
the resistive force theory developed in Chapter II, which was used to calculate the net force
on the sandfish in the horizontal plane.
4.4 Plates as differential elements
To determine if the forces on curved intruders can be understood by decomposing the
shape into flat plate elements, we now study the stresses on a flat plate with tangent angle
α varied between 0◦ and 180◦ (e.g. α = 0◦ is along the direction of motion). In simulation,
a long (l = 31.3 PD), thin (0.1 PD), flat plate of finite width w = 7.94 PD was dragged
horizontally through the granular medium with its center 12.5 PD below the initial surface,
and the average normal (σ) and shear stress (τ) on the leading side of the plate were
measured as a function of α (Fig. 44A). The stresses were asymmetric about α = 90◦, and









































Figure 44: A: Normal stress (σ) and shear stress (τ) on the leading surface of the cylinder
as functions of tangent angle α compared to the stresses on a plate with the same α. ,
N, •, and H represent σcylinder, σplate, τcylinder and τplate respectively. B: Effective friction
coefficient on the leading surface of the cylinder as functions of α.
a reversal in grain flow along the surface. We define the effective friction ratio on the plate
as µpeff (α) = τ/σ, which is zero at α ≈ 60◦ and saturates to the expected magnitude of µpi
for α > 135◦ and α ≈ 0◦ with opposite signs (Fig. 44B). Remarkably, along the surface of
the cylinder (half-cylinder and square rod as well), the stresses approximately matched the
stresses on the plate oriented at the same angle α (Fig. 44A). The stresses on the intruders
were corrected by considering that the depth of the differential element is different from the
depth of the center of the cylinder and assuming linear dependence of the stress on depth.
The near equality between the stresses on plates and local surface regions of intruders
with the same orientation implies that Fz and Fx for a translated rod can be approximated
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Figure 45: The drag (|fx|, blue) and lift (fz, red) components of the stress on a plate as
a function of α in granular media (J and N) as compared to a fluid with with Re ≪ 1
(dashed lines) [50]. Dash-dot red line is granular wedge model (see section 4.5).
by the sum of forces from the corresponding shape built from infinitesimal plates. Resolving
the stresses on the plate at orientation α into the lab frame (xyz) gives the local lift fz(α)
and local drag fx(α) force contributions per unit area on the plate element (Fig. 45). Fz for
different shaped rods results from the integration of fz(α) contributions along the intruders
leading surface, corrected by a linear depth term, over the intruders infinitesimal surface
area dA, e.g. Fz =
∫
fz(α)(z/d)dA (Fig. 46A). Comparison of this integration over the
three rod shapes with the measured Fz from simulation and experiment (Fig. 46B) shows
good agreement. The orientation of the leading surface of the cylindrical intruder varies
from 0 ≤ α ≤ 180◦ and the asymmetry of fz(α) results in a net positive lift. Positive
fz at α = 90
◦ is responsible for the small lift on the square rod. For the half-cylinder,
90 ≤ α ≤ 180◦, and Fz is negative.
To gain insight into the nature of granular drag and lift we compare our results to those
from low Reynolds number fluids where inertia is negligible and viscous forces dominate. fx
and fz on a plate at angle α in low Re fluids are symmetric along the direction of motion
α = 90◦ (Fig. 46, dashed curves) while the drag and lift forces on the plate in granular
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Figure 46: Fz on intruders calculated by integration of fz(α). Red outlines on the shapes
indicate the leading surface and the hatched area indicates the corresponding range of α and
region of integration. (b) Fz calculated by integration of fz from simulation (red hatched
bar) and model (gray hatched bar) compared to direct measurement of Fz in experiment
(black bar) and simulation (red bar).
understand the origin of lift in granular media.
4.5 Force model
In the quasi-static regime of granular flow, the moving volumes of grains in granular media
can still be considered as in force balance. The force on an intruder can be determined by
analyzing the force balance the moving volumes [126, 96]. With the plate acting as one flow
boundary we can determine the normal and tangential components of stress (σ and τ) on
the plate surface from these force balance equations. In practice this requires approximating
the boundaries of the moving media as planes and computing the forces acting on them.
Examination of the motion of grains in the vertical plane (xz) reveals that the particles
move upwards in front of the plate and flow along a lower boundary (see Fig. 47A), a
slip plane. Finite yield stress in granular media results in flowing regions bounded by slip
planes with upward flow direction due to increasing yield stress with depth [126]. The
upper region of the flow is confined by a boundary starting from the top edge of the plate
and approximately parallel to the lower boundary. We define the upwards flow area A as
the region where average particle velocity v⃗ satisfies vx > 0.1V and vz > 0. Velocity is

























































































Figure 47: Flow of grains and force-balance model. A: Flow field in the vertical (xz)
plane for three plate (solid black line) orientations. Gray boundary indicates regions with
upward flow [18]. B: Forces on a wedge for α < αvp [regime (VP)] and on the band for
α ≥ αvp [regime (P)]. C: The weight of the upward-flow region as function of α calculated
from simulation () and fit (black) to W = c sin(α), where c = 5.7 N. D: The average flow
velocity angle ψ in the upward-flow region vs. α (•). E: Normal component of the stress
on the plate σ calculated from the model (black) and measured from simulation (N). The
black dashed line α = αvp = 97
◦ indicates the boundary between the two regimes (VP) and
(P).
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instants with intruder position separated by 0.3 PD. W is calculated as W = ρeglA, where
ρe = 1.53 g/cm
3 is the effective media density including voids. The weightW of this up-flow
region A is well fit by W = c sinα, and is thus proportional to the projected plate length
normal to the direction of motion (see Fig. 47C). The direction of average velocity of the
particles in the band ψ varies little (see Fig. 47D) and we approximate the angle of the flow
boundaries as ψ̄ = 44◦.
The plate defines one of the boundaries of A for large α (e.g. α = 150◦ in Fig. 47A)
but for small α (e.g. α = 50◦ in Fig. 47A), the vertical velocity of the particles adjacent
to the plate is negative and thus the upward flow boundary is described by a virtual plane
intersecting the top of the plate and extending downwards at angle αvp. We therefore
consider two regimes of flow: for α ≥ αvp, we approximate A as bounded by the plate and
two parallel surfaces with angle ψ̄ [regime (P) in Fig. 47b]. For α < αvp, the upwards flow
region A is bounded by the virtual plane and two parallel surfaces with angle ψ̄. The region
adjacent to the plate is bounded by the plate, the virtual plane, and an approximately
horizontal bottom surface [regime (VP) in Fig. 47b]. For regime (P), the forces on the
flowing band are the forces from the top and bottom boundaries and its weight. On the
plate surface, the friction coefficient µpeff (α) (Fig. 44) is used. Within the media, dynamic
friction is assumed and the friction coefficient is tan γ, determined by the angle of repose,
γ = 13 ± 1◦‡, which is measured in separate simulations by tilting the initially horizontal
container and recording the post avalanche surface orientation. Simulation indicates that
the stress at the bottom surface dominates; therefore we neglect the force on the top of the
flow band (Ft in Fig. 47B). The normal stress on the plate, σ, can be solved from the force
balance on the band to obtain σ(α) = Wlw
cosβ sin(ψ̄+γ)
sin(α−β−ψ̄−γ) , where β(α) ≡ tan
−1 µpeff .
For regime (VP), the normal stress on the plate is calculated by considering the stress
on the wedge adjacent to the plate. The stress on the virtual plane can be solved by
the above equation with the corresponding weight of the band and a fixed angle α =
αvp. Solving the force balance equation for this triangular wedge we obtain σ(α) =
‡This value is experimentally γ = 20 ± 2◦, we attribute the difference to the perfect spherical shape of







sin(α−β−γ) , where β
′ = β(αvp). The parameter αvp = 97
◦, determined
from a best fit of σ(α) from simulation, is within the expected range from flow field obser-
vations (Fig. 47).
Comparison of σ calculated from the wedge model and σ measured directly in simulation
demonstrates that the model captures the asymmetric shape of σ (Fig. 47E). Integration
of fx calculated from the model over the non-planer intruder surfaces yields net lift forces
in agreement with those from other methods (Fig. 46B). The decrease in σ above α = 90◦
results from the decrease in W with increasing α. For α ≤ 90◦, although W increases
with α, the stress on A is transmitted by the wedge which induces extra resistance on the
bottom plane; therefore σ peaks at α smaller than 90◦. The model assumes the up-flow area
A (W ) increases with depth which explains the monotonic increase of |Fz| with depth. The
discrepancy between σ in model and simulation may be due to the simplified description of
the shape of the boundaries of the flowing media, approximation of ψ and αvp as constants
and W as a simple function, and neglecting Ft.
Decomposition of the force on the intruder into forces on differential elements assumes
that the flowing region corresponding to each element is not disturbed by other elements.
This may explain the difference we observe between the stress on the plate and the local
stress along the intruder for small α (corresponding to elements on the bottom), where the
upper flow boundary for these elements is obstructed by higher regions of the cylinder. For
objects with concave leading surfaces, the use of differential surface elements may require
consideration of material jamming in the concave region.
4.6 Lift control for the sand-swimming robot
In previous sections, we have shown that the magnitude and sign of lift in granular depends
on the shape of the leading surface of the intruder and increase of yield stress with depth
in granular media causes the asymmetric lift forces: the magnitudes of lift forces on plates
facing downward are enhanced. To test if the shape dependent lift force is important in
vertical motion of sand swimmer, we study the effect of the head shapes on the vertical














Figure 48: A: Side view of the wedges tested in robot and drag experiments resting on
6mm plastic particles. All wedges have fixed height (H = 5 cm), transverse projected area
= 27.5 cm2. B: The robot with a representative wedge (α = 155◦) attached at the head.
to the surface of the media as it progressed forward. As this vertical motion appears only
when the robot progresses forward, and the ratio of the density of the robot to the plastic
particles was greater than one (1.16 : 1), the drag induced lift should be the dominant force.
4.6.1 Lift forces on wedges
Inspired by the head shape of the sandfish lizard (Fig. 40), we attached wedge shaped heads
to the robot as shown in Figure 48A). These heads all have flat bottom surfaces, the same
height and projected areas in front and lateral direction. The angle of the upper surface of
the wedge (α) was varied. We flipped the wedges upside down to obtain a range of α from
25◦ to 155◦. The weight of each wedge was kept the same as the weight of the block robot
head (110 g).
To quantify the lift force on the wedges, we dragged the wedges by a robotic arm through
a container (40× 30× 24 cm3) filled with the same 6mm plastic particles used in previous
robot experiments [83]. In the experiment, wedges moved at a constant speed of 5 cm/s with
their vertical mid-point at depth d=6.5 cm and its bottom surface parallel to the motion
direction (see Fig. 49 inset). A 6 d.o.f. force sensor (ATI industrial) on the robotic arm was
used to measure the drag and lift forces. The force on the connecting rod was measured
separately and subtracted from the total forces to obtain the forces on the wedges.
Similar to the lift force on plates shown in Figure 45, we found that the magnitude of






















Figure 49: The drag and lift forces on the wedges dragged through 6mm plastic particles
at 5 cm/s with different angles shown in Figure 48A. Inset: schematics of the experiment.
magnitude of the negative lift forces experienced by the same wedges flipped (with angles
π − α). We also found the lift force is small but positive at α = 90◦ (block square head),
which is consistent with the rising of the robot with block square head as it progress forward
in previous experiments. The drag force is relatively less sensitive to the head shape; the
drag reduction for a head shape with α = 90◦ (similar to the animal) is only about 20%, close
to the head drag reduction observed on a tapered body shape in simulation (see Chapter
III, section 3.4.5).
We investigate the flow field and the force distribution on the surface of the wedge to
compare with those from plate drag simulation. As shown in Figure 50, the surfaces that
are parallel to the motion direction or on the trailing side of the wedges contributed little
to the drag or lift forces. The flow is also asymmetric such that for all shapes most particles









Figure 50: Flow field and force distribution on wedged dragged through experimentally
validated 6mm plastic particles in numerical simulation. (A), (B), and (C) correspond
to α = 40◦, 90◦, and 140◦ respectively. Red and blue lines denote the magnitude and
direction of force on the surface of the objects and the velocity of the particles respectively.
The thick blue arrows indicate the average direction of flow. Velocity is averaged over
0.8 cm×0.8 cm cells along the thickness of the plate (into the page) and 2 time instants
separated horizontally by 0.05 cm. The force is similarly averaged except the volume is
replaced by a area on the surface of the intruder.
4.6.2 Lift control by varying robot head shape
To quantify how much the head shape affected the trajectory of the robot in the verti-
cal plane, we tracked the position of the two balls at the top of masts at the head and
tail(Fig. 51). The lift force on the head may affect the vertical motion in two ways: a net
force in the vertical direction and a net torque in the vertical plane. We found the vertical
motion of the robot is mainly from the torque effect as the vertical motion was lead by the
head. The rate of vertical displacement of the CoM of the robot (cm/cycle) was measured
by averaging the vertical displacement of the two masts. We found that the vertical motion
of the robot is sensitive to the head shape. The direction and magnitude of the vertical
motion resembles the lift force on the corresponding wedge as shown in Figure 51: The
robot pitch and rise to the surface for head shapes with α < 90◦; the robot descended into
the media for α > 120◦; for 100◦ < α < 120◦, no significant vertical motion was observed
until it encountered the end of the container. Our results support our hypothesis that the
wedge-shaped head facilitate the burrow and swimming of the sandfish as it provides a
negative lift and reduces head drag compared to a blunt head. For a wedge like the sandfish
head (α = 140◦), tilting up the wedge a few degree may dramatically change the flat bottom
become a leading surface with small α, which would generate a large lift force. Therefore
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we hypothesis that the animal uses head tilting to aid its control of vertical motion. Ini-
tial investigation of the robot with a actuated head showed that head tilting is effective in
controlling the vertical motion of the robot.
4.7 Summary
We have shown that the magnitude and sign of the drag induced lift force in granular media
depends on the shape and depth of the intruder. Drag induced lift on non-planar intruders
can be computed as the summation of lift forces from planar elements. The increase of
yield stress with depth in granular media causes the asymmetric flow that the media move
upward along a slip plane in the direction of motion regardless of the intruder shape or
inline angle of the plate. Based the flow field and force balance of the flowing region,
we developed a force model that quantitatively explain the observed forces such as the
enhanced lift force on a plat facing downward. By attaching wedges with different angles to
the previously developed sand-swimming robot, we verified that the vertical motion can be
effectively controlled by head shape. Our results also suggest that the shape of the sandfish
can facilitate the burrowing and swimming of the animal since the head provides a negative
lift and reduced drag.
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Figure 51: (A) Snapshots of the robot moving in 6mm plastic spheres in vertical plane. The
red and blue arrows point to the the two masts installed on the head and tail, respectively.
(B) Trajectories of the head and tail masts from a representative run with wedge angle
α = 90◦. (C) Average vertical displacement of the CoM per cycle as a function of head
angle α. Average value and standard deviation are from 3 runs.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this dissertation, I described the study of subsurface locomotion and resistive forces
on submerged intruders in granular media using numerical (DEM) and theoretical (RFT)
models. These models, together with the physical model (robot) and biology experiments,
explained the swimming speed within different materials and the stereotyped kinematics
used by the sandfish lizard. The models revealed that the sandfish swims in a frictional
fluid in which inertial effects are small, and that the swimming speed is determined by the
balance of thrust and drag force from granular media. The models revealed how the resistive
forces in granular media affect the sand-swimming performance and detailed mechanics of
the sandfish. We found that the animal swims with an amplitude and number of period
close to those that maximize the swimming speed. The models also generated biological
hypotheses for locomotive constraints such as energy consumption and torque required from
back muscles. These results aided the design of a 7-segment sand-swimming robot, and the
robot in turn validated predictions of the models. Finally, I showed drag induced lift on an
intruder in granular media was sensitive to the intruder shape. We deduced the lift forces
on plates at varied inclination angle from the force balance on the flowing media near the
plate and explained the force on a non-planar intruder as the sum of contributions from
flat-plate elements of the intruder. Using the robot, we showed the drag induced lift force
plays an important role in controlling the vertical motion of the robot and predicted that
the head shape of the sandfish can facilitate the burrowing by generating negative lift with
reduced head drag.
The animal models described in this dissertation provide a framework to develop and test
hypotheses that address some central questions about the interactions between organisms
and granular media, such as how the physics of granular media affects the kinematics and
morphological adaptation of the organisms. The resistive forces and locomotion models in
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granular media can provide guidance of the development and control strategy of robots or
vehicles to enable effective locomotion within/on granular media. The resistive forces on
rods observed in simple drag experiments, and the corresponding flow field and the force
balance model may help the development of more accurate continuum models as well as
serve as test cases. The model for the lift force on submerged intruders moving horizontally
is an extension to the Coulomb wedge method and may be further developed to solve the
resistive forces on intruders with different shapes and moving in arbitrary directions. The
principles we learned for resistive forces may shed some light on the understanding of other
phenomena in granular media. For example, the resistive forces may play an important role
in the segregation of granular materials during avalanches as the larger particles might be
considered as intruders. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss some questions that have
arisen from our studies.
5.1 The models
In simulation, we focused on swimming in the horizontal plane; however, side-view x-ray
video revealed that the animal swam at an angle between 20◦ and 30◦ to the horizontal.
Simulating animal/robot motion out of the plane requires a 3D simulation. The multi-body
software, Working Model, can only model 2D space and objects. 3D multi-body software
(e.g. MBdyn) may replace Working Model so that the motion in the vertical direction can
be modeled. Using 3D models, we may answer questions such as why the animal chose entry
angles between 20◦ and 30◦. The complex 3D geometry of the animal was not considered
either. Although body geometries such as tapering on the head and tail were considered,
we ignored the variation in the height of the sandfish body. To accurately and efficiently
model the shape of the sandfish and other animal/robot/intruders with complex shapes, a
more systematic method such the mesh grid method ([22]) and/or specialized software such
as CAD tools might be necessary.
The animal motion is a result of the interaction among neuromechanical control and
the external forces, muscle forces and (usually) flexible bodies. In our sandfish simulation,
we controlled the deformation of the body (position in the body frame) without response
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to external forces. Using different control strategies (e.g. control force or torque instead of
position or angle) in the animal model and including body stiffness may lead to better under-
standing of the neuromechanical control of the animal. Study of different control strategies
and body configuration of the swimmer may also provide solutions for a robot made of
flexible material and other type of actuators (e.g. hydraulic and pneumatic actuators).
In the force model which described the lift force, we were able to calculate the force on
a plate from the flow obtained from simulation in a quasi-2D scenario (rod cross section
was much smaller than its length). This simulation-assisted force balance model may be
extended to solve the forces on a rod in horizontal plane. However, the extension is not
trivial, because the flow is in 3D and the slip planes are likely more complicated than the
approximately flat planes observed in the 2D case. As shown in Chapter III, the resistive
forces in granular media are affected by previous disturbance of the intruder, which is
exemplified by the reduced thrust in the sandfish simulation. The history dependent effects
need to be considered to accurately predict the forces on intruders and hence the locomotion
performance of animals/robots interacting with granular media.
5.2 Animal and robot experiment
The simulation showed that the actuator power near the head and tail is nearly zero,
which implies that it is possible to generate the same or nearly the same kinematics with
passive element (e.g. tendons) near the two ends. Further study of the animal anatomy is
required to determine if such elements exist and give insight into their properties. For robot
design, adding passive elements such as springs, using a flexible body with tuned stiffness,
or replacing the actuators with springs may result in a simpler design and simplify control
in terms of fewer actuators. Such additions could also improve locomotion ability, and/or
distribute the load of the actuators more evenly. The models also make prediction about
energy consumption, which might be measured experimentally on the animal and the robot.
Robot experiments with a fixed head shape and a preliminary study of a robot with
adjustable head orientation have shown that the head shape can be used to control the
vertical motion. However, the mechanism by which the sandfish controls its vertical motion
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is not clear due to difficulties in visualizing the head motion of the animal experimentally:
since the lift force is very sensitive to the intruder orientation when the bottom surface is
parallel to the direction of motion, head motion might be challenging to detect from high
speed x-ray video alone. Another difficulty is recording the upward motion of the animal.
The long time (many hours) that the animal can remain subsurface complicates x-ray data
collection because of time limitations of the x-ray system..
5.3 Other modes of locomotion in granular media
Like swimming in fluids, animals may also use different modes for locomotion in granular
media. Because of the existence of a finite yield stress, thrust can be obtained with nearly
no deformation of the media. Our preliminary experiment using high speed x-ray imaging
on another reptile, the ocellated skink (Chalcides ocellatus), showed that the body of the
animal followed the trajectory of the head with little deformation of the media near the
body∗. This indicates that the yield stress was not reached for the media near the body
but thrust was still generated. In our sandfish study, the speed of the intruder/locomoter
was small such that the inertial forces could be neglected. Modes of subsurface locomotion
that in the inertial regime of the granular media might also have biological relevance and
application. For example, the Mojave fringe-toed lizard (Uma scoparia) uses small but high
frequency (up to 21 Hz) oscillations to burrow into sand [66].
∗The experiment was done by Sarah Sharpe, a bioengineering graduate student in the Goldman group.
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